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Abstract
In this dissertation we study the error due to the temporal discretization in
numerical simulations of deformable solid dynamics .
For that, we start from the semidiscrete equations of motion and analyze the
conditions that an estimator must satisfy to compute accurate results. With
them, two typical error estimators are analyzed.
Later, we propose a novel methodology for the formulation of a posteriori
error estimators for the most common time-stepping methods employed in solid
and structural dynamics. The estimators obtained by means of this methodo-
logy are accurate even in non-smmoth problems, they can be applied both in
linear and non-linear problems and can be easily implemented in finite element
codes. The proposed methodology is applied to construct error estimators for
Newmark's method and for the HHT method. The good performance of these
new estimators is investigated in several numerical simulations.
The information given by these estimators is the starting point for developing
adaptive algorithms. They change automatically the time step size to ensure
that the error is smaller than a tolerance, but keeping the computational cost
as low as possible. The algorithms presented are based on control theory, and
different techniques applied in this field are employed to optimize the adaptive
strategies. The final adaptive schemes are very simple formulas which are easily
implemented in existing codes.
Three non-linear numerical examples are presented to validate the good
behaviour of the adaptive algorithms described.
Keywords: time integration; error estimation; solid dynamics; adaptivity;
control theory
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Chapter 1
Introduction: motivation and scope
The objective of the research presented in this dissertation is to design effi-
cient algorithms which allow to solve a solid dynamics problem with the desired
accuracy keeping the computational cost as low as possible.
This initial chapter is an introduction to the work that will be developed
throughout the next chapters and tries to motivate the rest of the investigation.
Also, a short review of the state of the art is given. We conclude the chapter
with an overview of the topics presented in this dissertation.
1.1 Motivation
Nowadays, computational methods are becoming a more and more deman-
ding tool for solving different types of problems in all brands of engineering.
Their use allows to reduce costs in the product development and in the design
process, since they avoid or reduce the use of experimental prototypes which
entail both high economical and time costs.
However, any numerical method is only capable of computing an appro-
ximated solution to the problem. Therefore, this numerical solution contains
errors that come from different sources. The first source of errors is due to
represent mathematically a physical reality. That is, the process of describing a
physical phenomenon by means of a model with equations entails simplifications
1
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and/or approximations. The discipline that studies these errors is called model
validation (see, e.g. Ladevèze et al. [2006a] and Ladevèze et al.
[2006b] in the context of structural dynamics). In this work, this type of errors
will not be taken into account.
Once a mathematical model is built, the equations which describe it must
be solved. Only in simple models an analytical solution can be obtained. This
fact leads, in many cases, to the use of numerical methods and computers for
their solution. No numerical method is capable to compute the exact solution to
the problem but it calculates an approximation to it. This is the second source
of errors which include errors inherent to the numerical method (discretization
errors, computer round-off errors), etc. This class of errors cannot be known
exactly but, at least, they can be computed approximately through the use of
error estimators.
From the information provided by an error estimator, any analyst has an
objective tool to determine whether a simulation has been carried out with the
sufficient accuracy and therefore, to know the reliability of the results obtained.
Besides providing information about the accuracy of a simulation, the use
of error estimators allows the development of adaptive schemes. In general, the
characteristic of an adaptive algorithm is that they solve any simulation with a
prescribed tolerance keeping the computational cost as small as possible.
In this dissertation, we are going to concentrate in problems of solid or struc-
tural dynamics. Many applications of engineering require to know the dynamic
response of structures or deformable solids. Some examples of such applications
are vehicle dynamics, design of buildings, bridges, dams (or any other structure)
under earthquakes or wind loads, impacts between different bodies (e.g. bird
impact on aircraft structures), design and analysis of mechanisms, etc.
The equations that model these processes can be very complex and they
only have analytical solutions in simple cases. Therefore, most of the problems
must be solved using numerical methods introducing therefore, errors in the
solution.
Usually, a problem in computational solid dynamics is solved in two stages.
This process is known as semidiscretization and it will be explained in Chapter
2. Basically, this method discretizes spatially the continuous problem by the
finite element method reaching an initial value problem of ordinary differential
equations. This is the starting point of this work. This system of equations is
solved using a time-stepping method and we are interested in studying the error
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made due to the temporal discretization. All this process is depicted in Figure
1.1.
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Figure 1.1: Stages for solving a problem of solid or structural dy-
namics.
The part of the full solution which is studied in this dissertation is boxed with
a dashed line in Figure 1.1. Starting with the semidiscrete equations (where the
time is still a continuous variable) these are solved by means of time-stepping
methods. This type of methods computes the solution step by step, i.e., known
the solution of the up to an instant, they compute the solution at the next
instant, advancing in time. Our final objective is to select automatically the
time step size in such way that the estimated error is equal to a given tolerance.
1.1.1 A motivating example
The better way to understand the importance of using an error estimator
in a solid dynamics problem is through a numerical example. The following
simulation, although is an academic problem is very illustrative.
The problem consists of the study of a deformable double pendulum, each
composed of a spring and a mass. Both springs have stiffness k  1000 N/m
and the masses are of value m  1 kg. Initially, both springs are in horizontal
position and the pendulum falls under the action of gravity, being the gravity
constant a tenth of the terrestrial gravity.
Different simulations of this system are performed during 50 s and using two
numerical methods which will be referred to as method 1 and method 2. These
methods will be discussed in detail in the Chapter 2.
First, we use the method 1 with two different time step sizes: ∆t  0.5 s
and ∆t  0.05 s. Figure 1.2 plots the angle (measured in degrees) of the first
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spring. We can observe that during the first 10 s the response obtained with
both time steps is very similar. However, from this instant up to the end, the
evolution of the pendulum in both cases differs dramatically.
∆t = 0.5
 
∆t = 0.05
 
 
 



    	 
 
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 
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Figure 1.2: Angle (measured in degrees) of the first spring respect
to the vertical. Analysis carried out using the method 1.
Now, we perform the simulation with a time step ∆t  0.05 s but using
the method 1 and two variants of the method 2. As before, Figure 1.3 depicts
the angle of the first spring for the three methods compared. Up to t  33 s
all methods compute the same response, but from this point the results start
to differ.
These differences in the evolution of the pendulum can also be observed in
Figure 1.4.
After analyzing these simulations, a main question arises: which of the sim-
ulations performed is more accurate?. It seems logical to think that the smaller
the time step is, the more accurate the numerical solution becomes. However,
if the problem is solved using different methods it is difficult to know a priori
which of the results is better.
Throughout this work we will try to answer this question. For that, algo-
rithms that allow to estimate the error made in a dynamic simulation will be
developed.
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Figure 1.3: Angle (measured in degrees) of the first spring respect
to the vertical. Analysis carried out with a constant time step
∆t  0.05 s using the method 1 and two variants of the method 2.
1.2 Goals
This works focus on the solution in time of the semidiscrete equations which
arise in solid dynamics problems in an efficient and accurate way.
The goal of the work described in this dissertation is twofold. On the one
hand, the first task is to develop accurate and reliable error estimators for
solid and structural dynamics problems. On the other hand, the second task
is to design efficient adaptive techniques of the time step size to reduce so the
computational cost of the dynamic analysis. To achieve both goals the following
subtasks are performed:
i. The statement of the necessary conditions that an error estimator must
fulfil to provide correct results.
ii. The analysis of existing estimators for solid dynamics problems. From this
analysis we can detect their drawbacks and their range of applicability.
iii. The design of new estimators which improve the accuracy of the existing
ones keeping a small computational cost.
iv. The development of efficient adaptive in time schemes. They allow to
carry out the dynamic analyses with the desired accuracy reducing the
computational effort.
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Figure 1.4: Evolution of the double pendulum. In continuous line:
results obtained with the method 2 and∆t  0.05 s. In dashed line:
results obtained with the method 1 and ∆t  0.05 s. Snapshots
shown every 5 seconds starting at t  5 s.
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1.3 Background
The field of error estimation in computational mechanics has undergone an
important growth over the last years, becoming nowadays in a very active field.
This results in, among others, the existence of international congresses such as
the International Conference on Adaptive Modeling and Simulation (admos)
which has celebrated two editions in 2003 and 2005 and the next edition will be
held in 2007. Likewise, the journal Computers Methods in Applied Mechanics in
Engineering has dedicated a special issue to this topic. Besides great amount
of research articles published, in the last years it has even appeared monographs
and books dealing with this theme (see e.g. the books by Ainsworth & Oden
[2000] and by Akin [2005]).
However, many of the advances in the field of error estimation and adaptivity
have been developed for static problems being scant the works for the dynamic
case. A possible reason for this discrepancy can be the different nature of
the governing equations that model each case. Whereas in the static case the
equations are of elliptic type, in the dynamic one the governing equation is
hyperbolic. This fact causes that the methods developed for estimating the
error in static problems cannot be applied to dynamic analysis.
1.3.1 Error estimation in time in solid dynamics problems
As commented before, this work focuses on the study of the error made when
the semidiscrete equations of motion are solved by means of a time-stepping
method. That is, we are only going to study the error due to the temporal
discretization. A dynamic simulation is an evolution in time problem and thus,
a time-stepping method computes the solution step by step. Therefore, for
computing the solution at an instant, the solution at previous instants must be
known.
Two of the most used commercial finite element softwares in industry areAn-
sys and Abaqus/Standard. For dynamic simulations, Ansys has implemented
Newmark's method and Abaqus/Standard uses the HHT method. The analy-
sis of the accuracy of the solution in both programs is based on the concept of
half-step residual (Hibbit et al. [2004], Section 2.4.1.). It consists of kno-
wing the solution at two consecutive time instants, computing the residual at
the middle of the interval. This value provides a qualitative information about
CMAME Volume 195, Issues 4-6, Pages 205-480.
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the accuracy of the solution but it does not compute an objective estimation of
the error made.
The first work about error estimation in structural dynamics problems was
carried out by Zienkiewicz & Xie [1991]. They developed an estimator
in displacements for Newmark's method. Following an alternative procedure
Zeng et al. [1992] obtained this same estimator and Choi & Chung
[1996] designed one for the θ-Wilson method. In Wiberg & Li [1993] a more
complete estimator is built for Newmark's method (this one takes into account
the contribution to the error both of the displacements and velocities). Both
the estimators of Zienkiewicz & Xie [1991] and Wiberg & Li [1993] will
be analyzed in detail in Chapter 3.
Gèradin & Cardona [1997] extended the procedure presented in Zien-
kiewicz & Xie [1991] to the HHT method and Hulbert & Jang [1995] to
the generalized-α method. All these works develop a posteriori error estimators.
That is, it is needed to compute the numerical solution at an instant to know
the error at that time. In contrast Chung et al. [2003] built an a priori
estimator, i.e., it is capable of giving an estimation of the error at an instant
without calculating the solution there, using information of the previous steps.
All these estimators are built following the same idea. They compute an
improved solution (a more accurate solution than the numerical one) by means
of expansions in Taylor's series of the solution about the initial time of the step.
Each estimator uses a different approach to approximate the derivatives higher
than second.
As will be seen in Chapter 3, all of them have some shortcomings in different
situations. For instance, the estimator of Zienkiewicz & Xie [1991] (and all
those derived from it) neglects an important part of the error, causing that
the error estimate is not an upper bound for the true error. On the other
hand, the estimator of Wiberg & Li [1993] exhibits a good performance in
smooth problems, whereas it provides unrealistic large estimates in non-smooth
simulations.
To analyze the performance of an error estimator, Romero & Lacoma
[2006b] have recently introduced the conditions that any estimator must satis-
fy to provide accurate error bounds. Also, in that same work, the estimator
of Wiberg & Li [1993] is studied detecting those cases where this method
overestimate in a large magnitude the error. These results will be discussed in
Chapter 3.
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In Romero & Lacoma [2006c] a new strategy for designing error estima-
tors for linear dynamic problems is proposed. The authors particularize it for
the case of using Newmark's method. This strategy is based on building the
improved solution by means of a Gauss-Lobatto quadrature and the resulting
error estimator exhibits a better performance than the existing ones. This novel
strategy will be explained in Chapter 4.
In Romero & Lacoma [2006a] and Lacoma & Romero [2006a] that
strategy is extended to non-linear problems and it is applied to develop an error
estimator for Newmark's method in the former work and for HHT method in
the latter one.
1.3.2 Adaptive methods in deformable solid dynamics
As commented before, a solid or structural dynamics simulation is a evolu-
tion in time problem. That is, the numerical method starts at an initial time
and advances in time. The interval between an instant and the next one is
called time step and its size is denoted by ∆t. The larger the time step size is,
the smaller the number of steps are and thus, the smaller is the computational
effort. However, we are interested in solving the analysis with a prescribed tol-
erance. From this point of view, we are interested in advancing with small time
steps to provide accurate results.
The fulfilment of this double requirement (efficiency and accuracy) can be
achieved using adaptive schemes. Any adaptive algorithm computes an es-
timation for the error and compared it with a tolerance. According to this
comparison the algorithm increases or decreases the time step size.
Next, this idea is explained graphically. Suppose that a step is computed
and the error estimate is smaller than the tolerance. Then, this step is accepted
and the analysis is continued with a new time step size (see Figure 1.5). Suppose
now the opposite, that is, that the error estimate is greater than the tolerance.
In this situation, the step is rejected and it must be recomputed with a smaller
time step size (see Figure 1.6).
There exist several strategies for increasing or decreasing the time step size.
Most of them are based on more or less heuristic rules. Such rules have been
used for years in many softwares for solving odes and, nowadays they follow
being implemented in, e.g., the suite Sundials (Hindmarsh et al. [2005])
(a general purpose solver for nonlinear and differential/algebraic equations) or
the finite element program Abaqus/Standard.
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Figure 1.5: Accepted step. The analysis advances to the next step.
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Figure 1.6: Rejected step. The step is rewind and computed again
with a smaller time step.
These strategies often require defining the value of several parameters which
are adjusted through numerical experiments and they have little or no solid
mathematical basis.
Many of the works that propose error estimators for deformable solid simu-
lations also gives adaptive algorithms. As an example, the strategy followed
in Zienkiewicz & Xie [1991] is a follows. To increase the time step, the
estimated error has to be smaller than a percentage of the tolerance (usually a
half). If the error is larger than this quantity but smaller than the tolerance,
the time step is held constant. The formula used for increasing and decreasing
the time step is the same (it will be referred to as standard or I-controller and it
will be described in Chapter 5, Section 5.1). In Zeng et al. [1992], Choi &
Chung [1996], Li & Wiberg [1998] and Chung et al. [2003] the adaptive
strategy is the same than in Zienkiewicz & Xie [1991], whereas in Hulbert
& Jang [1995] a very similar strategy with slight modifications is proposed.
In Gèradin & Cardona [1997] and Noels et al. [2003] the range of
possibilities for increasing the time step size is widened. The zone under the
tolerance is divided in several intervals and in each of them the update formula
used is different. We refer to the original papers for a complete description of
each strategy.
In this work, we investigate an approach to this subject based on control
theory. The first attempt of studying the problem of adaptation of the time
step from this point of view was carried out in Gustafsson et al. [1988].
In it, the authors showed that the standard time step algorithm was seen,
from this new approach, as an I (integral) controller. It is well established
in control theory that there exist other controllers more efficient, such as the
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PI (proportional-integral) and the PID (proportional-integral-derivative). Follo-
wing this novel line, K. Gustaffson studies the behaviour of PI-controllers for
explicit (Gustafsson [1991]) and implicit Runge-Kutta methods (Gustafs-
son [1994]). Later, all these concepts are studied in depth in Söderlind
[2002] where the behaviour of the different controllers is analyzed in the fre-
quency domain. In Söderlind [2003], the same author introduces the PID
controllers for selecting the time step size and in Söderlind & Wang [2006]
studies how the different controllers affect to the stability of ode codes. Some
of these advances are summarized in the recent work by Söderlind [2006].
All works described above are developed in a general context of odes. With
respect to more specific fields, Valli et al. [2002] apply strategies of time
step selection based on a PID controller for the simulation of couple viscous
flow and heat transfer. However, to the author's knowledge the use of this type
of techniques have not been explored in the field of deformable solid dynamics.
1.4 Overview
This dissertation is divided in six chapters, in which the first one is this
introduction. An outline of the remainder of the work is given next.
Chapter 2 introduces the initial value problem of differential equations which
govern a problem of structural or deformable solid dynamics. Also, two nume-
rical methods for solving these type of equations are discussed.
Chapter 3 deals with error estimation in solid and structural dynamics pro-
blems. For that, the concepts of global error and local error are defined. Like-
wise, an important relation between them is given. From these results, we
address the conditions which an error estimator must fulfil to provide accurate
estimates. These conditions are used to analyze two typical estimators existing
in the literature. From this analysis some shortcomings of these estimators are
deduced. The identification of these shortcomings are the point of departure
to develop a new error estimator, whose performance is studied through several
numerical simulations.
In Chapter 4 we introduce a new strategy for designing error estimators for
the most common time-stepping methods. We applied it to develop estimators
for Newmark's method an for the HHT method. Both of them can be applied
to both linear and non-linear problems. Their behavior and good performance
are analyzed in several numerical simulations.
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Chapter 5 deals with adaptive techniques in time from the point of view of
control theory. That is, how the time step size is selected automatically along
the analysis in such a way that the estimated error keeps close to a prescribed
tolerance. The strategies presented are compared in three complex non-linear
simulations.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation by summarizing the main re-
sults and by pointing out the future lines of research.
Chapter 2
The initial value problem of
deformable solid dynamics
The purpose of this chapter is to describe and to state the problem of solid
and structural dynamics, introducing for that the equations which govern it. In
Section 2.1 these equations are presented. In Section 2.2, we analyze this type
of problem and several interesting results are deduced. These results will be
employed in the following chapters. Also, the concept of energy norm is intro-
duced. Finally, Section 2.3 presents two numerical methods widely employed in
solid and structural dynamic simulations for solving these problems.
2.1 Semidiscrete equations of motion. Problem
definition
A problem of deformable solid dynamics can be described, from a mathe-
matical point of view, by two forms. The first one consists of a set of non-linear
partial differential equations and it is referred to as the strong or classical
form of the problem. These equations establish the equilibrium at each point
of the solid. The second alternative is to express the problem by means of a set
of integral equations. It is called the weak or variational form and studies the
equilibrium of the solid in a global way. The weak form is the starting point
for developing numerical schemes of the type of the finite element method.
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Both the strong formulation and the weak formulation are equivalent in the
sense that one can be deduced from the other, and vice versa. The reader can
consult the books by Braess [1997] or by Hughes [2000] for a proof of this
equivalence.
From the weak formulation of the solid dynamics problem, two strategies
are followed in the literature for solving numerically these equations. The first
strategy consists of approximating both the spatial variables and the time using
the finite element method. This strategy is called discontinuous space-time
Galerkin method (Hulbert [1989]) and it establishes a natural framework in
which develop error estimates (see, e.g, Li & Wiberg [1998], Schleupen &
Ramm [2000] and Romero & Lacoma [2004]). However, the drawback of
this method is its high computational cost.
The second strategy handles the spatial variables and the temporal variable
in a different way. The process is as follows. First, the spatial part is discretized
using generally the finite element method (although another type of method
such as a mesh-free can be used instead of the finite element method). This
discretization leads to a system of second-order ordinary differential equations
(odes), where the time is still a continuous variable. This system of odes can
now be solved by means of one of many existing methods; for example, Runge-
Kutta methods, Adams method, bdf methods, etc. However, in the last fifty
years, several numerical methods have been specifically designed for this type of
differential equations. Two of the most representative ones will be discussed in
Section 2.3. This second strategy receives the name of semidiscretization and in
the mathematical literature it is referred to as method of lines. This technique
is addressed in detail in Hughes [2000] in the context of linear elastodynamics
and in Belytschko et al. [2000] for non-linear dynamic problems.
The drawback of the semidiscretization strategy is that it makes more dif-
ficult a global analysis of the whole problem. However, this approach leads to
developing simple and computationally efficient numerical methods.
Likewise, this same type of system of odes also arises in other fields such
as multibody systems (see e.g. the monograph by García de Jalón & Bayo
[1993]).
This work focuses on the study the error due to the temporal discretization,
i.e. the error made in the stage of solving the resulting system of odes. Thus,
our starting point is the following initial value problem (ivp), which is defined
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in the time interval I  r0, T s:$'&'%
M:Uptq   FintpUptq, 9Uptqq  Fpt,Uptqq , t P I ,
Up0q  Uo ,
9Up0q  Vo ,
(2.1)
where Uptq is the vector of nodal displacements which is the unknown of the
problem, 9Uptq the vector of velocities and :Uptq the vector of accelerations, all
with dimension ndofs, being ndofs the number of degrees of freedom of the model.
The matrix M is the mass matrix, which is symmetric and positive definite and
it has dimensions ndofsndofs. FintpUptq, 9Uptqq is the vector of internal forces and,
in a general case, it can depend non linearly on displacements and velocities.
The vector Fpt,Uptqq is the vector of external forces and it can be a function
of the time and also of the displacements. Finally, Uo and Vo are, respectively,
the initial displacements and velocities.
Remark 2.1. In a linear problem, the vector of internal forces Fint is a linear
combination of displacements and velocities and the vector of external forces
only depends on the time, i.e.,
FintpUptq, 9Uptqq  C 9Uptq  KUptq ,
Fpt,Uptqq  Fptq , (2.2)
where the matrices C and K are the damping and stiffness matrices, respectively,
and they are symmetric and positive semidefinite. Both of them has dimensions
ndofsndofs. With the definitions indicated above, a linear problem is stated as:$'&'%
M:Uptq   C 9Uptq  KUptq  Fptq , t P r0, T s ,
Up0q  Uo ,
9Up0q  Vo .
(2.3)

In a real problem, the initial value problem (2.1) can be highly non-linear.
The vector of internal forces can include both geometric and material nonli-
nearities. Geometric nonlinearities group large displacements (and rotations
in structural elements), large deformations, contact forces between different
bodies, etc. Within the material nonlinearities are included complex behavior
of materials, such as, phenomenon of hiperelasticity, plasticity, viscoplasticity
and damage, among others. Regarding the vector of external forces, it can
contain some non-linear term as in the case of existing follower loads.
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2.2 Analysis of the ivp of solid dynamics
Although the scope of this work is the non-linear dynamics, a more complete
theoretical analysis can be carried out in the linear case. Hence, in this section,
the analysis is restricted to the case where the internal and external forces are
defined as in (2.2).
Problem defined in (2.3) is a second-order system of ordinary differential
equations. For the analysis which will be carried out, a transformation to a
first-order system is useful. The resulting first-order system has a dimension
which is twice the dimension of the original problem (2.2). For this purpose, a
new variable denoted by zptq is defined. This variable is of dimension 2ndof and
collects the displacement and velocity vectors. Likewise, the initial conditions
are collecting into zo. Thus,
zptq 
"
Uptq
9Uptq
*
, zo 
"
Uo
Vo
*
. (2.4)
Furthermore, a constant matrix denoted by B and a vector gptq, of dimen-
sions 2ndof  2ndof and 2ndof respectively, are introduced, such that:
B 

0 1
M1K M1C

, gptq 
"
0
M1Fptq
*
. (2.5)
With the new variables defined in (2.4) and (2.5), the initial value problem
(2.2) is written in a more compact form as:#
9zptq  Bzptq   gptq , t P I ,
zp0q  zo . (2.6)
Remark 2.2. A necessary condition for the uniqueness of solution of differential
equation (2.6) is the continuity of the function gptq. It means that the external
force Fptq must be a continuous function. In next chapter, in Section 3.6, we
discuss the case when discontinuities exist. 
Since the matrix B is constant, the initial value problem (2.6) has the fol-
lowing closed form solution (see, for example, Ascher & Petzold [1998],
Chapter 2),
zptq  Hptqzo   hp0, tq , (2.7)
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where
Hptq  eBt and hp0, tq 
» t
0
Hpt τqgpτq dτ . (2.8)
Remarks 2.3.
i. The factor Hptqzo is the solution of the homogeneous equation associated
to (2.6) and will be denoted by zhptq. In other words, zhptq is the solution
of problem (2.6) when the external forces are zero.
zhptq  Hptqzo ùñ zptq  zhptq   hp0, tq . (2.9)
ii. The vector of external forces Fptq has only influence on the exact solu-
tion through the integral hp0, tq defined in (2.8)2 which is the particular
solution of problem (2.6) 
Throughout this dissertation, the size of different vectors will have to be
compared. For that, the concept of norm of a vector is introduced next. There
exists many different norms. In this work we will use the energy norm which
is the natural norm in dynamic problems, since it takes into account both
the contribution of displacements and velocities. In some works about error
estimation in dynamic problems, such as in Chung et al. [2003]; Gèradin
& Cardona [1997]; Zeng et al. [1992]; Zienkiewicz & Xie [1991],
the authors use the L2-norm for measuring the error and solution vectors of
the problem. This norm takes only into account the displacement variables
neglecting the contribution of velocities.
The energy norm is very useful for studying the convergence and stability
of solutions in elastodynamic problems (see Romero [2002] and Romero
[2004]). In the following definition the concept of energy norm is introduced.
Definition 2.1. Let zptq  xUptq, 9Uptqy be the solution of the initial value
problem (2.3). The energy norm of zptq, denoted by ||zptq||E, is a function
which maps vectors of dimension 2ndof into a non-negative real number and it
is defined as:
||  ||E : R2ndof ÝÑ r0,8q
zptq ÞÝÑ ||zptq||E :

1
2
zptq 

K 0
0 M

zptq
1{2
.
(2.10)
It can be easily proved that function ||  ||E indeed fulfils all properties of a norm.
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Expanding the matrix product in (2.10), the energy norm reads:
||zptq||2E  12 9Uptq M 9Uptqlooooooomooooooon
Kinetic
Energy
  1
2
Uptq KUptqlooooooomooooooon
Potential
Energy
. (2.11)
That is, the square of the energy norm is the sum of the kinetic energy of the
system and the deformation potential energy. Thus, the unit of energy norm,
in the international system, is
?
J where J denote the unit of energy, i.e., the
Joule.
Remarks 2.4.
i. The energy norm has been defined for vector zptq. However, it can be used
to measure any vector of dimension 2ndof with the correct units, such us,
a numerical solution or different vectors of errors which will be introduced
in the next chapter.
ii. The energy norm (2.10) has been defined for a linear problem. In a non-
linear problem, the stiffness matrix is not constant since it depends on
the displacements. In this work, in order to compute the energy norm of
some vector when a nonlinear problem is being solved, the initial stiffness
matrix is selected, i.e.,
||zptq||2E  12 9Uptq M 9Uptq  
1
2
Uptq KoUptq , (2.12)
where
Ko  BFintpU,VqBU
pU,VqpUo,Voq . (2.13)
In Chapter 3, bounds for errors in dynamic problems will be obtained. These
will be based on a bound of the matrix Hptq, which was defined in (2.8)1. Next,
we present two propositions where a bound for this matrix is investigated.
Proposition 2.1. In absence of external forces the energy of the exact solution
of the problem (2.6) does not increase in time.
Proof: To prove this proposition, it suffices to check the following expression
d
dt
||zptq||2E ¤ 0 . (2.14)
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From definition of the energy norm (2.10), and rewritten it as in (2.11), it follows
||zptq||2E  12Uptq KUptq  
1
2
9Uptq M 9Uptq . (2.15)
By derivating the expression (2.15) with respect to time, it can be deduced that
d
dt
||zptq||2E  12 9Uptq KUptq  
1
2
Uptq K 9Uptq 
1
2
:Uptq M 9Uptq   1
2
9Uptq M:Uptq
 Uptq K 9Uptq   9Uptq M:Uptq
 Uptq K 9Uptq   9Uptq  rC 9Uptq KUptqs
  9Uptq  C 9Uptq
¤ 0 .
(2.16)
The second equality results from symmetry of the mass matrix M and the
stiffness matrix K, and the last inequality in (2.16) is a consequence of the
positive semidefiniteness of the damping matrix C. ¥
Remarks 2.5.
i. In systems without external forces and without damping (Fptq  0 and
C  0), the energy of the system remains constant. This fact can be easily
deduced from (2.16).
ii. When external forces are zero, the integral hp0, tq vanishes and thus, in
expression (2.16) the solution zptq can be changed by zhptq, obtaining
d
dt
||zhptq||E ¤ 0 . (2.17)
This result will be used in the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.2. The energy norm of the matrix Hptq defined in (2.8)1 is
bounded by 1, i.e.,
||Hptq||E ¤ 1 . (2.18)
Proof: Before proving this result, we must define the concept of energy norm
of a matrix. Let x be a vector of dimension 2ndof and D a matrix of dimensions
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2ndof  2ndof . Then, the energy norm of the matrix D is defined as follows:
||D||E : max||x||E1 ||Dx||E  maxx0
||Dx||E||x||E . (2.19)
Now, applying the expression of energy norm of a matrix (2.19) to the matrix
Hptq, it is concluded that,
||Hptq||E  max
zo0
||Hptqzo||E||zo||E  maxzo0
||zhptq||E||zo||E ¤ 1 , (2.20)
where the Proposition 2.1 and the Remark 2.5.ii have been used in the last
inequality. ¥
2.3 Numerical methods for solving the semidis-
crete equations of solid dynamics
As explained before, there exists many numerical methods for solving system
of differential equations. A rigorous analysis and description of the different ex-
isting methods is beyond the scope of this work. In this section, we concentrate
in two methods specifically designed to handle and to take advantage of the
structure of second-order odes.
A classification of the numerical methods for solving the equations of dy-
namics can be to distinguish between explicit and implicit methods. Explicit
methods compute directly the solution at tn 1 from known values at previous
times. In contrast, implicit methods also take into account values at tn 1 and
therefore, they lead to the resolution of a system of linear equations at each
time step.
Explicit methods employ time steps much smaller that implicit ones being
them restricted under stability conditions. For this reason, they are recom-
mended to be used in problems where a small scale of time is needed in order
to characterize properly the physical phenomenon under study. This type of
problems include impacts, contacts at high velocities, etc. In contrast, implicit
methods allow to advance with larger time steps and they are preferred in struc-
tural applications dominated by low-frequency response.
In this work, we will concentrate in the error estimation for implicit me-
thods, and more specifically a new estimator will be developed in Chapter 4 for
Newmark's method and for the HHT method. Both methods are described in
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Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, respectively, and they can be possibly considered as
two of the most widely used time-stepping methods in the context of structural
and solid dynamics.
Other implicit methods are: Houbolt's method (Houbolt [1950]), θ-Wilson
method (Wilson [1968]), and the generalized-α method (Chung & Hulbert
[1993]). All these methods are discussed and analyzed, among others, in Be-
lytschko [1983] and in the works by T.J.R. Hughes (Hughes [2000] and
Hughes [1983]). A wide compilation and classification on time-stepping meth-
ods in the context of solid dynamics can be found in Tamma et al. [2000].
2.3.1 Preliminary concepts on time-stepping methods
Before describing the two time-stepping methods used in this work, we re-
view some theoretical aspects on time-stepping methods.
For this, we start introducing the notation Opq, which is continually used
throughout this dissertation. This symbol, sometimes called big-O, is one of
the Landau symbols and it is defined as follows. Given a function fptq, then
fp∆tq is said to be of size Op∆tkq if and only if
|fp∆tq|   c ∆tk , (2.21)
with c being a positive real constant independent of ∆t.
There are three concepts which define the behavior of a time-stepping me-
thods for odes. They are the concepts of convergence, consistency and stability
which are defined next.
Definition 2.2. Let zptnq be the exact solution to the initial value problem
(2.6) and z˜n be a numerical approximation to it. Then, a time-stepping method
is said to be convergent if the numerical solution tends to the exact solution
when the time step size goes to zero, i.e.,
lim
∆tÑ0 ||zptnq  z˜n||  0 . (2.22)
Definition 2.3. (Gear [1971]) Let the local truncation error be the amount by
which the solution of the differential equation fails to satisfy the equation used
in the numerical method. A time-stepping method is accurate or consistent
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with order p if the local truncation error is of size Op∆tp 1q (p is the order of
accuracy or the rate of convergence of the algorithm).
Definition 2.4. A time-stepping method is said to be stable if there exists a
time step size τ such that a change in the starting conditions produces a bounded
change in the numerical solution. This has to be verified for all time step ∆t
such that
0   ∆t   τ . (2.23)
When τ  8 the time-stepping method is said to be unconditionally stable,
that is, the method is stable for any value of the time step selected. Otherwise,
the method is conditionally stable.
These three properties presented herein are discussed in detail in the classical
texts of numerical analysis of odes. Therefore, we refer to the reader to the
monographs of Hairer et al. [1987], Gear [1971], Lambert [1991] or
Stuart & Humphries [1996] for a deeper study of these topics.
2.3.2 Newmark family of methods
Newmark's method (Newmark [1959]) is, in fact, a family of time-stepping
schemes, each with different properties. Some of them are widely employed in
structural dynamic problems.
Newmark's method is formulated as follows. Firstly, the time interval I r0, T s is split in N subintervals Ii  rti, ti 1s, with 0 ¤ i ¤ N  1. Given a set
of numerical values for displacements, velocities and accelerations at instant tn,
denoted respectively, Un, Vn and An, the algorithmic values at the following
instant of time tn 1 are computed solving the following algebraic system of
equations: $'''&'''%
MAn 1   FintpUn 1,Vn 1q  Fptn 1,Un 1q ,
Un 1  Un  ∆tnVn   ∆t2n
2
rp1 2βqAn   2βAn 1s ,
Vn 1  Vn  ∆tnrp1 γqAn   γAn 1s ,
(2.24)
where ∆tn  tn 1  tn. The initial displacements and velocities (Uo and Vo)
are the initial conditions of the problem and therefore, they are known. The
initial acceleration is computed from the balance equation, i.e.,
A0 M1 rFpto,Uoq  FintpUo,Voqs . (2.25)
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Changing the values of β and γ results in a wide range of methods. For
example, if γ  0.5 the resulting methods are second-order accurate. Otherwise,
they are only of first-order. The combination γ  0.5 and β  0.25 produces
the well-known trapezoidal rule or average acceleration method, which is the
most commonly used within Newmark family and methods with β  p0.5  γq2
4
and γ ¡ 0.5 have unconditionally stability. In Table 2.1 a summary of these
methods is presented.
β γ Name Type Order
0.25 0.5 Trapezoidal rule Implicit 2
0 0.5 Central differences Explicit 2
p0.5  γq2{4 0.5   γ ¤ 1 Dissipative Implicit 1
Table 2.1: Some of the methods of the Newmark family and their
properties
From Table 2.1, we observe that to build a method with numerical dissi-
pation in high-frequencies, then the parameter γ has to be greater than 0.5
(Hughes [2000]), losing thus one order of accuracy. The HHT method was
developed to overcome this drawback.
2.3.3 The Hilber-Hughes-Taylor (HHT) method
The Hilber-Hughes-Taylor method (Hilber et al. [1977]), henceforth
referred to as the HHT method, is a one parameter multi-step implicit method
specifically designed to solve second-order differential equations. It can be seen
as a generalization of Newmark's method and its main property is that it allow
to introduce numerical damping of higher frequencies without degrading the
second-order accuracy of the method.
The HHT method follows a formulation similar to Newmark's method. In
first place the time interval r0, T s is split in N consecutive subintervals rti, ti 1s.
Given a set of numerical values for displacements, velocities and accelerations at
instant tn, the algorithmic values at the following instant of time are computed
solving the following algebraic system of equations:$'''&'''%
MAn 1   FintpUn α,Vn αq  Fptn α,Un αq ,
Un 1  Un  ∆tnVn   ∆t2n
2
rp1 2βqAn   2βAn 1s ,
Vn 1  Vn  ∆tnrp1 γqAn   γAn 1s ,
(2.26)
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where the initial acceleration is computed via expression (2.25).
Note that approximations for algorithmic displacements and velocities Un 1
and Vn 1 are the same as in Newmark's method. Variables denoted by pqn α
are computed by the convex combination:
pqn α  p1 αqpqn   αpqn 1 . (2.27)
In the system of equations (2.26), three different parameters appear, which
are α, β and γ. In order to conserve the second-order accuracy and an uncon-
ditional stability of the method, the parameters are related as follows:
β  1 α
2
	2
, γ  3
2
 α , α P r0.7, 1s . (2.28)
That is, given a value for α, then the method is completely defined. This is
the reason why, in the literature, this method is also called α-method. Selecting
α  1, the trapezoidal rule is recovered and the smaller α is, the more numerical
damping is introduced to the system.
Chapter 3
Error estimation in dynamic
problems
In the previous chapter, the equations which govern a solid dynamic problem
were presented. Also, two numerical methods for solving this type of problems
were discussed. Both methods are widely employed in commercial finite element
softwares. Among others, programs such as Ansys [2005] and Plaxis [2005]
implement the Newmark scheme, whereas Abaqus/Standard (Hibbit et al.
[2004]) uses the HHT method to simulate dynamic problems.
As any numerical tool, the time-stepping methods described in this work are
not capable of computing the exact solution of the problem. Hence, the com-
puted numerical solutions have errors which are not known a priori. These
errors can be reduced in two ways: either by decreasing the time step or by
employing a more accurate numerical method. Both alternatives entail a con-
siderable increment in the computational cost of the simulation, since the first
one will require more time steps to complete the analysis, whereas the second
alternative will generally need more function evaluations and also to store more
information. In addition, they do not assess how accurate the results are.
In contrast, the use of a posteriori error estimates provides important
information about the accuracy of the results. Using this information, a designer
has an objective tool to decide if a simulation has been carried out with sufficient
accuracy and, therefore, to be able to know if the results are reliable.
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This chapter deals with error estimation in solid or structural dynamic prob-
lems. First, in Section 3.1, we review some fundamental concepts and prove an
important bound which will be useful to develop error estimators. In Section
3.2, relations between a priori bounds and a posteriori estimates are in-
vestigated. Next, conditions which an error estimator must fulfil are discussed
in Section 3.3. With these conditions, we analyze in Section 3.4 two existing
error estimators identifying their shortcomings and their range of applicabil-
ity. In Section 3.5, a new simple error estimator is formulated. This estimator
overcomes some drawbacks detected in the existing ones. Finally, we conclude
the chapter presenting a numerical simulation where the concepts discussed in
previous sections are examined.
3.1 A priori error bounds
Consider the initial value problem of solid dynamics expressed as a first
order system of ordinary differential equations given by equation (2.6). Let zptq
be the exact solution of this problem, recalling that this vector collects both
displacements and velocities. Let z˜0, z˜1, z˜2, ..., z˜N be a numerical solution
at successive time instants obtained using a time-stepping method such as the
Newmark or the HHT method. Then, the most important error is the global
error (also known as total or true error). It is defined as follows: the global
error at time tn, denoted by En, is the difference between the exact solution
and the numerical solution, i.e,
En : zptnq  z˜n . (3.1)
From (3.1), it is clear that to calculate the global error requires knowing the
exact solution of the initial value problem. This is only possible in very simple
problems and hence, in a real problem this error will never be known exactly.
Henceforth, the analysis presented is restricted to the linear case. The main
reason to do this is that in the linear regimen a more complete analysis can be
performed.
As will be seen, a simple way to approximate the value of the global error is
via the accumulation of local errors. These local errors are only defined in each
local initial value problem. This local problem is formulated as follows:
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Given the initial conditions Un and Vn , find the function urnsptq defined in the
interval In that verifies$'&'%
M:urnsptq   C 9urnsptq  Kurnsptq  Fptq , t P In  rtn, tn 1s ,
urnsptnq  Un ,
9urnsptnq  Vn .
(3.2)
This local problem (3.2) can also be expressed as a first order system of
ordinary differential equations. Denoting by yrnsptnq  xurnsptnq, 9urnsptnqy the
exact local solution, this problem could be written as:#
9yrnsptq  Byrnsptq   gptq t P In ,
yrnsptnq  z˜n , (3.3)
where z˜n  xUn,Vny is the initial condition and B and gptq were defined in
(2.5).
Remarks 3.1.
i. The initial conditions Un and Vn in the local problem (3.2) and (3.3)
are the displacements and the velocities obtained by the time-stepping
method at the end of In1.
ii. The superscript pqrns refers to the interval where the local problem is de-
fined. We adopt the convention that pqrns indicates the interval rtn, tn 1s,pqrn 1s the interval rtn 1, tn 2s and so forth.
iii. It is important to emphasize that yrnsptn 1q  yrn 1sptn 1q, since the later
variable is the initial condition of the local problem defined in In 1, i.e,
yrn 1sptn 1q  xUn 1,Vn 1y. And the former is the exact solution at tn 1
of the local problem defined in the interval In. 
As explained in Section 2.2, first order systems with the structure of the
local problem (3.3) have a closed form solution. This solution is built using the
operators Hptq and hp0, tq which were defined in (2.8). Thus, the solution of the
local problem reads
yrnsptn 1q  Hp∆tnqz˜n   hptn, tn 1q , (3.4)
recalling that yrnsptq is only defined in the time interval rtn, tn 1s.
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Once a local problem has been defined, the concept of local error can be
introduced. Let yrnsptn 1q be the exact solution at tn 1 of the local problem
and z˜n 1 a numerical solution, then the local error en 1 is
en 1 : yrnsptn 1q  z˜n 1 . (3.5)
To compute the local error it is mandatory to know the exact solution of
the local problem. Although, in a linear problem, computing this local solution
is strictly possible by evaluating exactly the operators Hp∆tnq and hptn, tn 1q,
it would require an extraordinary effort of calculation.
Moreover, suppose that we could solve exactly the first local problem. Then,
as depicted in Figure 3.1, the local solution obtained at t1 is equal to the exact
solution zpt1q. Therefore, the initial condition of the second local problem is
also zpt1q  z˜1  yr0spt1q  yr1spt1q. Again, solving exactly this second local
problem, we compute the exact solution at t2, zpt2q, and so on. In conclusion,
solving exactly each local problem would lead to the exact solution zptq.
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Figure 3.1: Solving exactly each of the local problems.
The usefulness of the local errors is that they allow to build an upper bound
for the global error. This result is discussed in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. The energy norm of the exact global error at time tn is bounded
by the sum of exact local errors measured in the energy norm, i.e,
||En||E ¤
n¸
i0
||ei||E . (3.6)
Proof: By completeness, two different proofs of this theorem will be shown.
The first one assuming a constant time step, and the second one with a variable
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time step. Both of them follow the same scheme and they are based on the
induction principle.
i. First Proof: Assume that the time step intervals Ii have all equal
lengths, i.e, ∆to  ∆t1  ∆t2  ...  ∆tn  ∆t and let H : Hp∆tq.
First, let us show that the global error can be expressed as
En 
n¸
i1
Hniei . (3.7)
After the first step, at time t  t1  ∆t, the exact global error is, using
expression (3.1), E1  zp∆tq  z˜1. For this same initial time step, the
exact local error, defined in (3.5), is e1  yr0sp∆tq  z˜1, and as zp∆tq 
yr0sp∆tq, the exact global error equals the exact local error verifying (3.7).
Then, it only needs to be proven that if the equality (3.7) is satisfied at
time tn, it is also satisfied at instant tn 1.
En 1  zptn 1q  z˜n 1
 zppn  1q∆tq  z˜n 1
 Hzpn∆tq   hptn, tn 1q  z˜n 1
 Hpz˜n  Enq   hptn, tn 1q  z˜n 1
 HEn  Hz˜n   hptn, tn 1q  z˜n 1
 HEn   yrnsptn 1q  z˜n 1
 HEn   en 1
 n 1¸
i1
Hn 1iei ,
(3.8)
which proves (3.7). If the norm energy is taken in both members of (3.7),
and the triangle inequality and bound (2.18) are used, the error bound
(3.6) is easily deduced.
ii. Second Proof: In this second proof the time step does not have to be
constant and thus, it can vary along the analysis. Following an identical
process than in the first proof, a relation between the exact global errors
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and exact local errors is deduced.
En 1  zptn 1q  z˜n 1
 Hp∆tnqzptnq   hptn, tn 1q  z˜n 1
 Hp∆tnqrz˜n  Ens   hptn, tn 1q  z˜n 1
 Hp∆tnqEn  Hp∆tnqz˜n   hptn, tn 1q  z˜n 1
 Hp∆tnqEn   yrnsptn 1q  z˜n 1
 Hp∆tnqEn   en 1
 n 1¸
i1

n 1i¹
j1
Hp∆tn 1jq
ff
ei .
(3.9)
Finally, taking the energy norm in (3.9) and using the triangle inequality
and the stability bound (2.18), the error bound (3.6) is obtained:
||En 1||E 
n 1¸
i1

n 1i¹
j1
Hp∆tn 1jq
ff
ei

E
¤ n 1¸
i1
n 1i¹
j1
Hp∆tn 1jq

E
||ei||E
¤ n 1¸
i1
||ei||E .
(3.10)
¥
Remark 3.2. The bound established in Theorem 3.1 only holds if the norm
used to measure the errors is the energy norm and the problem is linear. 
Note that the result obtained in Theorem 3.1 does not allow to compute an
error estimate, since both local errors and global error are unknown. However,
it establishes an important relation which will be crucial in the next section.
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3.2 A posteriori error estimates
As mentioned before, it is not possible to compute exactly neither the global
error nor the local errors. However, in this section it is shown that if we compute
a sufficiently accurate approximation to the exact local solution yrnsptn 1q, then
an error estimate is easily built.
If we use a p-order accurate method to compute a numerical solution of
problem (2.3), it is well known that then the local error is of size Op∆tp 1q (see
e.g. Hairer et al. [1987]). For instance, for the HHT method, which is
second-order accurate, the size of each local error is Op∆t3q.
Now, a new algorithmic solution, denoted by y˜rnsn 1, is introduced. This
solution which henceforth will be referred to as the improved solution must be,
at least, one order more accurate than the solution provided by the numerical
method. With help of this improved solution, the exact local error can be split
in two parts:
en 1  yrnsptn 1q  z˜n 1
 yrnsptn 1q  y˜rnsn 1	  y˜rnsn 1  z˜n 1	 . (3.11)
The first part in (3.11), i.e. the term yrnsptn 1q  y˜rnsn 1, is the difference
between the exact local solution and the improved solution. It is denoted by
ηn 1 and is of size Op∆tp k 1q, with k ¥ 1, that is,
ηn 1 : yrnsptn 1q  y˜rnsn 1  Op∆tp k 1q, k ¥ 1 . (3.12)
The second term in (3.11), denoted by θn 1, is a local error estimate and its
size is Op∆tp 1q, i.e.,
θn 1 : y˜rnsn 1  z˜n 1  Op∆tp 1q . (3.13)
Thus, combining definitions (3.12) and (3.13) the following relation holds
||ηn 1||E||θn 1||E 
Op∆tp k 1q
Op∆tp 1q  Op∆tkq, k ¥ 1 , (3.14)
or in other words, the quantity ηn 1 is negligible in comparison to θn 1.
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By inserting the relations (3.12) and (3.13) into the expression of the local
error (3.11) and making use of result given in (3.14), the local error reads:
en 1  yrnsptn 1q  z˜n 1
 yrnsptn 1q  y˜rnsn 1	  y˜rnsn 1  z˜n 1	
 ηn 1lomon
Op∆tp 1 kq
  θn 1lomon
Op∆tp 1q
 θn 1 .
(3.15)
That is, whenever ηn 1 fulfils the relation given in (3.12), the quantity θn 1 is
a good estimate of the local error en 1 at time tn 1.
Now, from local estimate θn 1, we are in condition to build an error estimate
for the global error. This important result is introduced in the next theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Consider a time-stepping method of order p. Then, the sum of
error estimates sized in the energy norm and denoted by Θn, i.e,
Θn 
n¸
i1
||θi||E . (3.16)
is an estimate for the global error En, that is,
||En||E  Θn . (3.17)
Proof: By Theorem 3.1 and using the triangle inequality and the result pro-
vided in (3.15), it follows,
||En||E ¤
n¸
i1
||ei||E
 n¸
i1
||θi   ηi||E
¤ n¸
i1
r||θi||E   ||ηi||Es
 n¸
i1
||θi||E  Op∆tp 1 kq
 n¸
i1
||θi||E
 Θn .
(3.18)
¥
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Finally, we present a graphical scheme in Figure 3.2 where all quantities
defined in this chapter are plotted. In addition, relations which arise between
them are also indicated. The aim is to try to clarify the different concepts
explained.
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Figure 3.2: Scheme representing the different solutions of a ODE
problem and the different errors which have been defined (Contin-
uous lines express exact solutions, whereas dashed lines refer to
numerical solutions).
The main conclusion of this section is that the problem of estimating the
error is reduced to calculating an improved solution to each local problem, whose
order of accuracy must be, at least, one more than the numerical solution.
For example, for the HHT method this improved solution has to be locally
fourth-order accurate. Moreover, in the next section it will be seen that the
computational cost to obtain it must be small.
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3.3 Design of local error estimators: requirements
of error estimators
In the previous section, it was shown that a simple way to compute an error
estimate is by means of computing an improved solution. Now in this section,
we address in detail the conditions that this improved solution (and, therefore,
the error estimator) must satisfy.
These conditions were introduced by Romero & Lacoma [2006b] and have
a twofold objective. First, they establish a framework where to design new error
estimators. Second, they are used for the analysis of estimators existing in the
literature in order to investigate their behavior. This analysis will be perform
in the next section.
Next, these conditions are presented.
Proposition 3.1. Consider a p-order accurate time-stepping integration method.
Then, the quantity θn 1 is a useful and valid local error estimator if the follow-
ing two conditions are satisfied:
C1. The quantity ηn 1 associated to θn 1 via the relation
ηn 1  en 1  θn 1 , (3.19)
is of size Op∆tp 2q or smaller.
C2. The cost of computing the estimator θn 1 is small compared to the cost of
obtaining a more accurate numerical solution to the local problem.
Remarks 3.3.
i. If we could compute a solution with a higher order of accuracy than z˜n 1
and at a smaller cost, then immediately, an error estimator could be com-
puted by subtracting this more accurate solution from z˜n 1.
ii. Assume that a p-order method is being used. Then, if we employ an
estimator θn 1 such that the unresolved part ηn 1 is of size Op∆tp 1q
instead of Op∆tp 2q, the estimator does not fulfill the bound proved in
Theorem 3.2. In other words, we are turning away in our approximation
a quantity which is of the same size as the local error itself. An estimate
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that is based on such approximation can never be accurate. This issue is
represented in Figure 3.3. Some estimators of the literature possess this
drawback, as we will show in Section 3.4.1. 
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Figure 3.3: Scheme representing two different error estimators.
Left: a valid estimator where θn 1 " ηn 1, and therefore en 1 
θn 1. Right: a no valid estimator since θn 1  ηn 1, and therefore,
en 1 ff θn 1.
In the mathematical literature, different methods for calculating an approx-
imation to yrnsptn 1q have been proposed. One of these methods consists of
solving each local problem with two time steps, ∆tn and ∆tn{2. This procedure
is known as Richardson extrapolation and it is described in detail in Hairer
et al. [1987], Chapter 2. Another alternative is to employ embedded Runge-
Kutta formulas. They use two methods with a different order but that share
function evaluations saving a considerable computational cost. The reader is
referred to Hairer et al. [1987], Hairer & Wanner [1991], Gear [1971],
Press et al. [1992] and Shampine [To appear] for a detailed description
of these topics.
On the other hand, in the context of solid and structural dynamics, another
procedure has been followed to compute the improved solution y˜rnsn 1. It consists
of building the value of the improved solution at tn 1 by means of an expansion
in Taylor's series about tn.
Following this procedure, in the remainder of section, the condition C1 is
particularized to this case. That is, we investigate what relations each one of
the terms of the Taylor's expansion must satisfy.
Before starting the analysis, a useful notation is introduced. Let ϑptq be an
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arbitrary function of time. We denote by ϑptn q and ϑpt n q its limits from the
left and from the right at tn, respectively, i.e.,
ϑptn q  lim
tÑtn
ϑptq , ϑpt n q  lim
tÑt n
ϑptq . (3.20)
This notation will be specially applied to refer to the external load Fptq. Recall
that the nth local problem is defined in rtn, tn 1s. Then, variables at tn are the
limits from the right and, at tn 1 the limits from the left. However, sometimes,
we will use the above notation to emphasize what limit is taken.
To start the analysis, recall that yrnsptq is the exact solution to the local
problem (3.2) in the interval In. If yrnsptq is four times differentiable inside this
interval and the external force Fptq is continuous then, the value of the exact
solution at the end of the interval can be expressed as
yrnsptn 1q 
"
urnsptn 1q
9urnsptn 1q
*

$'''&'''%
urnsptnq  ∆tn 9urnsptnq   ∆t2n
2
:urnspt n q   ∆t
3
n
6
9:urnspt n q
9urnsptnq  ∆tn:urnspt n q   ∆t
2
n
2
9:urnspt n q   ∆t
3
n
6
::urnspt n q
 ∆t4n
24
::urnsptn ξq
 ∆t4n
24
9::urnsptn ζq
,///.///- ,
(3.21)
where urnsptnq are 9urnsptnq are known values, since they are the initial conditions
Un and Vn, respectively, and the parameters ξ and ζ satisfy 0 ¤ ξ, ζ ¤ 1. The
higher-order rates of local displacements are deduced from the balance equation:$''''''&''''''%
:urnspt n q :M1

Fpt n q  C 9urnsptnq Kurnsptnq

,
9:urnspt n q :M1

9Fpt n q  C:urnspt n q K 9urnsptnq

,
...
etc.
(3.22)
Note that the external force must be continuous within the interval In.
However, it can have discontinuity points at the start, tn, or at the end, tn 1,
of it. In Section 3.6, this topic will be analyzed with more detail.
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In (3.21), if we replace the second and higher order rates by approximations
A˜n, S˜n and R˜n, an improved solution at time tn 1 is defined:
y˜
rns
n 1 :
#
u˜
rns
n 1
v˜
rns
n 1
+

"
Un  ∆tnVn   12∆t2nA˜n   16∆t3nS˜n
Vn  ∆tnA˜n   12∆t2nS˜n   16∆t3nR˜n
*
.
(3.23)
Now, introducing (3.23) in (3.12), the quantity ηn 1 reads
ηn 1  yrnsptn 1q  y˜rnsn 1

$''&''%
∆t2n
2

:urnspt n q  A˜n
	
∆tn

:urnspt n q  A˜n
	
,//.//- 
$'''&'''%
∆t3n
6

9:urnspt n q  S˜n
	
∆t2n
2

9:urnspt n q  S˜n
	
,///.///-
 
$'&'%
Op∆t4q
∆t3n
6

::urnspt n q  R˜n
	 Op∆t4q
,/./- .
(3.24)
Recalling that ηn 1 must be, at least, of size Op∆tp 2q, the order of accuracy
of the approximations to the exact values are easily deduced from the analysis
of each term in expression (3.24). These relations are summarized in Table 3.1
for first and second-order accurate methods.
p  1 p  2
A˜n  :urnspt n q  Op∆t2q A˜n  :urnspt n q  Op∆t3q
S˜n  9:urnspt n q  Op∆tq S˜n  9:urnspt n q  Op∆t2q
 R˜n  ::urnspt n q  Op∆tq
Table 3.1: Conditions to be satisfied by the approximations A˜n,
S˜n and R˜n depending on the order of accuracy of the numerical
method.
Once the improved solution given in (3.23) is obtained, the local error es-
timate at tn 1, θn 1, is obtained via expression (3.13). For example, for New-
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mark's method, the local estimate yields:
θn 1  y˜rnsn 1  z˜n 1

$'''&'''%
∆t2n
2

A˜n  p1 2βqAn  2βAn 1
	  ∆t3n
6
S˜n
∆tn

A˜n  p1 γqAn  γAn 1
	  ∆t2n
2
S˜n   ∆t3n
6
R˜n
,///.///- . (3.25)
Before ending the section, we present some useful results. As discussed in
the third item of Remarks 3.1, yrnsptn 1q  yrn 1sptn 1q. However, two relations
between higher-order rates from different local problems arise. These relations
are addressed in the two following lemmas and they will be employed in future
proofs.
Lemma 3.1. Consider a dynamic linear problem as (3.2) integrated numeri-
cally in time using a p-order integration method. Then if the external load Fptq
is a continuous function in tn 1, i.e., Fptn 1q  Fpt n 1q, then the following
relations holds:
:urnsptn 1q  :urn 1sptn 1q  Op∆tp 1q . (3.26)
Proof: By balance equation (3.2)1 and the consistency of method, the proof
reads,
:urnsptn 1q M1

Fptn 1q  C 9urnsptn 1q Kurnsptn 1q

M1 Fpt n 1q  CVn 1 KUn 1 Op∆tp 1q
 :urn 1sptn 1q  Op∆tp 1q .
(3.27)
¥
Lemma 3.2. Consider a dynamic linear problem as (3.2) integrated numer-
ically in time using the trapezoidal rule. Then if the external load Fptq is a
continuously differentiable function in tn 1, i.e., 9Fptn 1q  9Fpt n 1q, then the
following relation holds:
9:urnsptn 1q  9:urn 1sptn 1q  Op∆t3q . (3.28)
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Proof: By equation (3.22)2 and the consistency of the method, it follows,
9:urnsptn 1q M1

9Fptn 1q  C:urnsptn 1q K 9urnsptn 1q

M1  9Fptn 1q  CAn KVn 1 Op∆t3q
M1  9Fpt n 1q  C:urn 1sptn 1q KVn 1 Op∆t3q
 9:urn 1sptn 1q  Op∆t3q .
(3.29)
¥
3.4 Analysis of existing error estimators
3.4.1 Analysis of the local error estimate by Zienkiewicz
and Xie
After introducing the conditions which an error estimator must fulfil, we
analyze the error estimator proposed in Zienkiewicz & Xie [1991]. In the
original article, this estimator is developed for the Newmark scheme. At the
same time, in Zeng et al. [1992] an identical expression for the estimator
is given, but it is obtained in a different way. In a later work, Gèradin &
Cardona [1997] extend it to the HHT method.
An inconvenient of the estimator of Zienkiewicz & Xie [1991] and also
of Gèradin & Cardona [1997] is that they only provide an estimate for the
error made in displacements, not taking into account the contribution of the
velocities. This fact causes that energy norm of the error cannot be taken, and
the authors use the L2-norm. With this norm, the bound defined in (3.6) is not
valid, and thus, a bound for the global error cannot be already computed. This
will be seen in the numerical simulations in the next chapter.
Following a similar procedure as Zienkiewicz & Xie [1991], Hulbert &
Jang [1995] build an estimator for the generalized-α method. In contrast, this
one takes into account both the contribution of displacements and velocities.
But, when in the generalized-α method a set of parameters are selected such as
the Newmark's method arises, the resulting estimator in displacements is the
same as in Zienkiewicz & Xie [1991]. Surprisingly, if the selected method is a
second-order accurate scheme within the Newmark family, the error in velocities
vanishes.
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Here, for brevity we restrict our analysis to the error estimator of Zienkie-
wicz & Xie [1991]. It is defined as follows:
θdn 1 : ∆t2n

β  1
6


pAn 1  Anq , (3.30)
where the superscript d is used to point out that this estimate is only in dis-
placements, and therefore, the vector θdn 1 has dimension ndof .
The expression (3.30) is obtained from the following improved solution of
the local problem:
y˜
rns
n 1 :
#
u˜
rns
n 1
v˜
rns
n 1
+

"
Un  ∆tnVn   12∆t2nA˜n   16∆t3nS˜n
*
, (3.31)
where
A˜n : An , S˜n : An 1  An
∆tn
, R˜n   . (3.32)
These relations are completed with the initial value
A˜0 : :ur0sp0 q M1 Fp0 q  CVo KUo  A0 (3.33)
From (3.30) it is clear that the computational cost of this estimator is very
small, satisfying the condition C2. Next, we study its accuracy (see condition
C1). The Newmark family includes first-order methods (when γ  1{2) and
second-order accurate methods (when γ  1{2). Depending on the order, the
approximations A˜n and S˜n must satisfy different relations (see Table 3.1). We
will carry out the analysis in a general case taking a p-order method and then,
we will discussed each one of the cases.
First, the order of accuracy of A˜n is analyzed. By working out the value of
A˜n in the balance equation (3.2)1, it follows
A˜n : An M1 rFptnq  CVn KUns
M1 Fptnq  C 9urnsptnq Kurnsptnq
 :urnspt n q .
(3.34)
Thus, the vector A˜n always fulfils the conditions established in Table 3.1, what-
ever it is the order of the method.
Next, the accuracy of S˜n is investigated. Knowing that the algorithmic ac-
celeration An 1 is an approximation of order Op∆tp 1q to :urnsptn 1q (Hulbert
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& Hughes [1987]) and using the equality (3.34), it follows
S˜n : An 1  An
∆tn
 An 1  :urnspt n q
∆tn
 :urnsptn 1q  :urnspt n q
∆tn
 Op∆tpq
 9:urnspt n q  Op∆tq  Op∆tpq
 9:urnspt n q  Op∆tq .
(3.35)
From (3.35) it is concluded that in the case of having a first-order method, the
vector S˜n is sufficiently accurate, since it is indeed an approximation of order
Op∆tq to 9:urnspt n q. However, for a second-order method, it does not hold. In
this case, the order of approximation of S˜n keeps being Op∆tq when it should be
one order more accurate, i.e., Op∆t2q (see Table 3.1) . This fact will discussed
again in the numerical simulations in next chapter.
After the analysis of error estimator proposed by Zienkiewicz & Xie
[1991], we conclude that this estimator is only valid for estimating the error
in displacements when a first-order method is used, since otherwise it will not
provide safe error bounds.
3.4.2 Analysis of the local error estimate by Wiberg and
Li
Now, we study the error estimator proposed in Wiberg & Li [1993]. As
will be seen later, this estimator takes into account the error made in both
displacements and velocities. Although in the original paper the authors build
it for the Newmark's method, here in order to make the development clearer
we restrict our analysis to the particular case of the trapezoidal rule (γ  1{2
and β  1{4). This is one of the most famous implicit schemes of the Newmark
family and it is second-order accurate.
In the remainder of section, we prove that the estimator of Wiberg &
Li [1993] works correctly whenever the solution of the problem is very smooth.
However, in those problems where the solution is not very smooth, this estimator
provides a bound excessively large.This drawback is related to the degree of
differentiability of the function which defines the external forces.
Using the notation presented in Section 3.3, the estimator of Wiberg & Li
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[1993] is obtained from the following improved solution:
y˜
rns
n 1 :
#
u˜
rns
n 1
v˜
rns
n 1
+

"
Un  ∆tnVn   12∆t2nA˜n   16∆t3nS˜n   124∆t4nR˜n
Vn  ∆tnA˜n   12∆t2nS˜n   16∆t3nR˜n
*
,
(3.36)
where the approximations A˜n, S˜n and R˜n are defined by:
A˜n : An , S˜n : 2An  An1
∆tn1
 S˜n1 , R˜n : S˜n 1  S˜n
∆tn
. (3.37)
In order to define completely these formulas, the initial values are the following:
A˜0 : :ur0sp0 q , S˜0 : 9:ur0sp0 q , (3.38)
recalling that the initial rates are computed by derivating the balance equation,
i.e.,
:ur0sp0 q :M1 Fp0 q  CVo KUo ,
9:ur0sp0 q :M1  9Fp0 q  C:ur0sp0 q KVo . (3.39)
The analysis follows the same procedure than before. From (3.36) and (3.37)
it follows that this estimator is cheap to compute and, therefore, the condition
C2 holds.
Next, we study of order of accuracy of the improved solution defined in
(3.36). For this, first, the vector A˜n is investigated. As can be seen, this
approximation is equal to that employed by Zienkiewicz & Xie [1991] in the
previous section and whose proof was given in (3.34).
The second approximation S˜n is proved by induction. By definition, the
first term of the series is S˜0 : 9:ur0sp0 q and obviously the condition established
in Table 3.1 holds. Now, one assumes this condition is fulfilled at time tn,
and studies the following term. Then, using the order of consistency of the
trapezoidal rule, relation given in (3.34) and Taylor's expansions about tn, it
follows that
S˜n 1 : 2An 1  An
∆tn
 S˜n  2 :u
rnsptn 1q  :urnspt n q
∆tn
 9:urnspt n q  Op∆t2q
 2 :urnspt n q  ∆tn 9:urnspt n q   ∆t
2
n
2
::urnspt n q  :urnspt n q
∆tn
 9:urnspt n q  Op∆t2q
 9:urnspt n q  ∆tn::urnspt n q  Op∆t2q
 9:urnsptn 1q  Op∆t2q .
(3.40)
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Development performed in (3.40) does not suffice to prove the order of ac-
curacy of S˜n 1, since it demands to known the size of the difference S˜n 1 9:urn 1spt n 1q. However, using Lemma 3.2, it is concluded that
S˜n 1  9:urnsptn 1q  Op∆t2q  9:urn 1spt n 1q  Op∆t2q . (3.41)
Recall that Lemma 3.2 requires that the external load Fptq is continuously
differentiable. That is, the value Sn has the desired accuracy if and only if the
external force is a continuously differentiable function.
Finally, it remains to prove the order of the fourth order rate R˜n. We pro-
ceed again by induction. This proof is very similar to that followed in (3.40)
and (3.41). First, it is studied the initial term R˜0 and then, assuming that the
condition holds for R˜n, the term R˜n 1 is examined. Thus, using the order of ap-
proximation of S˜n, the results addressed in Lemma 3.2 and Taylor's expansions
about tn, it follows that:
• For n  0:
R˜0 : S˜1  S˜0
∆t0
 9:ur1spt 1 q  9:ur0sp0 q
∆t0
 Op∆tq
 9:ur0spt 1 q  9:ur0sp0 q
∆t0
 Op∆tq
 9:ur0sp0 q  ∆t0::ur0sp0 q  9:ur0sp0 q
∆t0
 Op∆tq
 ::ur0sp0 q  Op∆tq .
(3.42)
• For n  1 :
R˜n 1 : S˜n 2  S˜n 1
∆tn 1
 9:urn 2spt n 2q  9:urn 1spt n 1q
∆tn 1
 Op∆tq
 9:urn 1spt n 2q  9:urn 1spt n 1q
∆tn 1
 Op∆tq
 9:urn 1spt n 1q  ∆tn 1::urn 1spt n 1q  9:urn 1spt n 1q
∆tn 1
 Op∆tq
 ::urn 1sp∆t n 1q  Op∆tq .
(3.43)
Therefore, this estimator only provides accurate error estimates when the
external load is continuously differentiable. The same conclusion is reached for
first-order methods.
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We must note that, from the theory of ODEs. the initial value problem (2.1)
has a unique solution if the external force Fptq is continuous. The requirement
of continuity of derivates is unnecessary for existence and uniqueness of the
solution and, more importantly, rules out important applications which are
perfectly defined but fail to have differentiable loads.
3.5 A new simple error estimator
In the previous section we have analyzed two existing and widely employed
error estimators for structural and solid dynamic problems. We have proved
that the estimator of Zienkiewicz & Xie [1991] neglects the contribution
of error in velocities to the total error. In addition, the quantity ηn 1 fails to
satisfy the needed conditions when second-order methods are employed. Also,
the estimator of Wiberg & Li [1993] has a restricted range of applicability.
Several real problems involve non-smooth loads. For instance, problems
with impulsive loads, triangular loads, sawtooth loads, etc. Also, in non-linear
problems these non-smooth forces may appear in those situations where contacts
between different bodies or between parts of the same body take place.
To solve the aforementioned limitations, a new error estimator is developed
in this section. For brevity, we focus on the particular case of second-order
accurate methods of the Newmark family. This estimator stands out by its
simplicity and it is easily implemented in existing finite element programs.
The objective can be summarized as finding accurate approximations A˜n,
S˜n and R˜n at a small computational cost. The most simple way to compute
higher order rates is by differentiating the balance equation (3.2)1, as mentioned
in (3.22). As can be seen, in order to compute the third-order rate and the
successive ones is necessary to know the rates of the external forces. However,
recalling the conditions summarized in Table 3.1, for a second-order accurate
integration method, it suffices to calculate second and first-order approximations
to the third and fourth-order rates, respectively. Therefore, denoting by F˜1n a
second-order approximation to 9Fpt n q, and by F˜2n a first-order one to :Fpt n q, i.e.,
F˜
1
n  9Fpt n q  Op∆t2q ,
F˜
2
n  :Fpt n q  Op∆tq ,
(3.44)
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then, values for A˜n, S˜n and R˜n are given by:$'''&'''%
A˜n : An ,
S˜n :M1

F˜
1
n  CAn KVn

,
R˜n :M1

F˜
2
n  CS˜n KA˜n

.
(3.45)
It is immediate to check that approximations (3.45) together with (3.44) satisfy
the relation given in Table 3.1 and, therefore, this estimator fulfils the condition
C1.
The two approximations indicated in (3.44) can be computed by means of
differentiating numerically Fptq at some t  tn  ²∆tn, with ² ! ∆tn. Two valid
formulas for F˜1n and F˜
1
n are:
F˜
1
n  4Fptn   ²q  Fptn   2²q  3Fptnq2² ,
F˜
2
n  Fptn   2²q  Fptn   ²q   Fptnq²2 ,
(3.46)
where a suitable value for ² is 0.001 ∆tn.
Remarks 3.4.
i. The computational cost of this new estimator is determined by the cost
of solving the linear system of equations (3.45)2 and (3.45)3, where the
matrix is always the mass matrix. Then, by factorizing this matrix (e.g, a
LU factorization) at the beginning of the analysis, the cost of the estimator
remains small.
ii. The estimator presented in this section has been developed for second-
order methods within the Newmark family (when γ  1{2). For other
time-stepping methods, such us the HHT or the generalized-α, the fol-
lowed scheme is not directly applicable, since numerical accelerations are
not second-order accurate. Therefore, in order to preserve the accuracy of
the estimator, a new acceleration must be recomputed in each time step.
This fact will be widely discussed in next chapter (Section 4.4.1), where
different alternatives to overcome this drawback will be shown.
iii. In the case of first-order methods (γ  1{2), the approximation R˜n vani-
shes and the order of accuracy of F˜1n can be decrease up to order Op∆tq.
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3.5.1 Summary of the implementation of error estimator
The algorithm to compute the new error estimator for the Newmark's method
is summarized in Box 3.1.
Given the solution at tn, that is, the vectors Un, Vn, An:
1. Compute the solution at tn 1, Un 1, Vn 1, An 1 using the Newmark's method.
2. Compute the auxiliary vectors S˜n and R˜n:
S˜n :M1

F˜
1
n  CAn KVn

, (3.47)
R˜n :M1

F˜
2
n  CS˜n KAn

. (3.48)
3. Compute the error estimate:
θn 1 
#
β∆t2npAn  An 1q   ∆t3n6 S˜n
γ∆tnpAn  An 1q   ∆t2n2 S˜n   ∆t3n6 R˜n
+
. (3.49)
4. Compute its energy norm:
Θn 1 : ||θn 1||E . (3.50)
5. Set nÐ n  1:
IF tn   T THEN GO TO 1.
IF tn  T EXIT (3.51)
Box 3.1: Summary of the implementation of the local error estimate for Newmark's
method
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3.6 Discontinuities in the external load
The analysis presented in Sections 3.3-3.5 requires that external force Fptq is
continuous in the interior of the interval In. Next, we study those cases where
Fptq has points of discontinuity.
Consider an external load such as the one represented in Figure 3.4. which
is discontinuous within of interval of interest. An IVP (2.1) excited with this
type of load has not a unique solution, since the continuity of the external force
is a necessary condition to ensure the uniqueness of solution (see any classical
text of differential equations).
F(t+
n
)
t
tn
Figure 3.4: A discontinuous external load
If we want to solve problems like that capturing the discontinuity, we can
split the problem in two and to do coincide the discrete instants ti with points
where the external load is discontinuous, as depicted in Figure 3.5.
tn+2
F(t−
n+2)
F(t+
n
)
t
tn
tn+1
F(t−
n+1
)
∆tn ∆tn+1
F(t+
n+1)
Figure 3.5: Time steps to capture a discontinuity.
Then, the analysis is performed until the point of discontinuity. At this
point, the analysis is stopped and the acceleration must be recomputed taking
into account Fpt n 1q, i.e.,
An 1 M1 Fpt n 1q  CVn 1 KUn 1 . (3.52)
With this acceleration, we can start again the analysis until the next disconti-
nuity point. Following this procedure, the discontinuities will be located in the
extremes of the time intervals and, therefore, the solution will be continuous
in each local problem. Then, the analysis presented in this chapter is perfectly
applicable in this type of problems.
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3.7 Representative numerical simulations
In this section we present several numerical simulations which will allow us
to discuss some of conclusions addressed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.
The problem analyzed is a simple one, but where important facts arise. It is
a spring-mass system with one degree of freedom and with the following data:
mass M  1 kg, stiffness K  6 N/m and initial displacement Up0q  1 m.
With these data the equation of motion of this system is:$'&'%
:Uptq   6Uptq  Fptq, t P r0, 5s,
Up0q  1 ,
9Up0q  0 .
(3.53)
Two different situations are considered. In the first one, the external load
which excites the system is smooth, specifically, a sinusoidal load. In the sec-
ond case, a triangular load is applied to the system resulting in a non-smooth
response. All simulations are carried out using the trapezoidal rule and the
equation is integrated in time up to 5 s. In each case we compare the results
provided by the new error estimator introduced in Section 3.5 to those obtained
by the error estimator of Wiberg & Li [1993].
Also, the estimated global errors are compared to the exact ones, since the
exact solution of the problem can be easily computed.
3.7.1 Sinusoidal load
In this first case, the external load applied to the system is a sinusoidal load
of frequency 2pi rad/s, i.e.,
Fptq  sinp2pitq, t P r0, 5s . (3.54)
Figure 3.6 depicts the exact local error en 1 and the quantity ηn 1 for the
estimator ofWiberg & Li [1993]. More specifically, the two first graphs shown
these quantities but split in their contribution in displacements and velocities
and sized in the L2-norm. The third graph represents the complete quantities in
the energy norm. We observe that the improved solution y˜rnsn 1 is fifth-order ac-
curate in displacements and fourth-order accurate in both velocities and energy
norm, and therefore, condition C1 established in Proposition 3.1 is satisfied.
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Figure 3.6: Rate of convergence of estimated local errors at time
t  5 s. Results obtained with the error estimator of Wiberg &
Li [1993] (Left: displacement error; Center: velocity error; Right:
total error).
In Figure 3.7, the same quantities are plotted but now for the new error
estimator proposed in Section 3.5. Again, the improved solution has the desired
accuracy.
Figure 3.8 shows the evolution in time of the local errors for both estimators,
when a constant time step ∆t  0.05 s is used. The results are normalized by
dividing by the square root of the initial mechanical energy of the system. Both
estimates have a very similar behavior.
Adding up these local errors as explained in Theorem 3.2 an estimate for
the global error is computed. The evolution of this global estimate is plotted in
Figure 3.9 for both estimators, and these are compared to the exact error. We
observe that both estimators provide accurate upper bounds.
Finally, the rate of convergence of global estimated errors is investigated. It
is desirable that they exhibit the same rate than the exact error, in this case
(trapezoidal rule) a quadratic rate. Figure 3.10 confirms this behavior.
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Figure 3.8: Local error estimates in energy norm with time step
∆t  0.05 s for sinusoidal load. E0 is the initial energy of the
system.
The conclusion of this first simulation is that when the dynamic response is
smooth, both the estimator of Wiberg & Li [1993] and the new one provide
very similar estimates which are accurate error bounds. However, in the next
example where the response in not smooth, important differences arise.
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Figure 3.9: Global error estimates in energy norm with time step
∆t  0.05 s for sinusoidal load. E0 is the initial energy of the
system.
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3.7.2 Triangular load
In this second case, the mass-spring system is excited with a non-smooth
external load: a triangular-shaped load with an amplitude of 1 N and frequency
of 1 Hz. Note that this loading function is continuous everywhere but at time
instants
t  0.5i 0.25, i  1, 2, 3, ... , (3.55)
it is not differentiable.
Figure 3.11 depicts the evolution of estimated local errors. It can be seen
that at instants where the loading function is not differentiable, the estimator of
Wiberg & Li [1993] exhibits sharp changes in the value of its error estimation.
However, the new proposed estimator provides a smoother response. The abrupt
changes in the estimation of the local error by the estimator of Wiberg & Li
[1993] causes an important overestimation of the global error (see Figure 3.12).
On the contrary, the new one computed an estimation very close to the exact
error. This fact agrees with the conclusion reached in Section 3.4.2 (recall
that we concluded error estimator of Wiberg & Li [1993] fails to satisfy the
necessary conditions when the external load is not continuously differentiable).
 0
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Figure 3.11: Relative local error estimates in energy norm with
time step ∆t  0.05 s for triangular load. E0 is the initial energy
of the system. A plot of the loading function is superimposed with
dots so that the instants at which the loading is not differentiable
can be easily identified.
When the order a accuracy of the estimators is investigated, we observe that
estimator of Wiberg & Li [1993] loses one order, being now of Op∆tq. In
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Figure 3.12: Global error estimates in energy norm with time step
∆t  0.05 s for triangular load. E0 is the initial energy of the
system.
contrast, as in the smooth loading case, the new estimator remains the correct
order. It can be checked in Figure 3.12.
In Section 3.4.2 we proved that, in problems like this, the third-order approx-
imation S˜n which uses the estimator ofWiberg & Li [1993] have shortcomings.
In Figure 3.14, this third-order rate is depicted and it is compared to the one
computed by the new estimator, plotted in Figure 3.15. It is clear that the
former estimator provides a third-order rate with a very oscillatory behavior in
contrast to the one computed by the later.
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Figure 3.13: Rate of convergence of the estimated global errors at
time t  5.0 s for triangular load.
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Chapter 4
A new strategy for designing error
estimators in the context of solid
dynamics
After analyzing in the previous chapter some existing error estimators, the
goal of this chapter is to develop a new general estimator to be used with
Newmark's and the HHT method. This new estimator is built following a novel
procedure and provide accurate estimates in all type of situations.
An outline of the chapter is as follows. Section 4.1 reviews some concepts on
error estimation which were discussed in Chapter 3. In Section 4.2 we present
a new strategy for the design of error estimators for time-stepping methods. In
Section 4.3, this strategy is particularized to the Newmark family and in Section
4.4 to the HHT method. As will be seen, in the case of the HHT method, it
is mandatory to compute a new acceleration since the one computed by this
method has not the required accuracy. This issue is largely discussed in Section
4.4. Finally, Section 4.5 illustrates the performance of this new estimator in
several numerical simulations.
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4.1 A review on error estimation in dynamic pro-
blems
As discussed in the previous chapter, and to the author's knowledge, all error
estimators specifically designed in the context of solid and structural dynamics
are obtained on the basis of Taylor series' expansions of the solution. Therefore,
these estimators need to approximate displacement rates higher than second-
order. A first alternative to compute these rates consists of approximating
them using known values of accelerations. This is the procedure followed by
the estimator of Zienkiewicz & Xie [1991] and the ones derived from it
(Choi & Chung [1996]; Chung et al. [2003]; Gèradin & Cardona
[1997]; Hulbert & Jang [1995]; Zeng et al. [1992]). In Section 3.4.1, we
proved that this class of estimators does not work correctly with second-order
time-stepping methods.
A second alternative is to compute some of this rates exactly by derivating
the balance equation and the remaining ones using approximations as explained
above. One example is the estimator of Wiberg & Li [1993]. Recall that it
computes exactly the initial third-order rate S˜0. With this vector and the
accelerations, the successive third and fourth-order rates are approximated. It
was shown that this method demands a certain smoothness in the external
loading function to provide accurate estimates.
The last alternative is to compute all higher rates exactly, as the new es-
timator proposed in Section 3.5. This strategy is trivial in linear problems.
However, if we want to extent it to non-linear simulations, then, the method
is not so simple. For example, in a non-linear case the third-order local rate
reads:
9:urnsptnq :M1

d
dt
F
 
tn,u
rnsptnq d
dt
Fint

urnsptnq, 9urnsptnq
	
, (4.1)
where the temporal derivative of the external forces is
d
dt
F
 
tn,u
rnsptnq  BBtF  tn,urnsptnq  BFBurns 9urnsptnq
 BBtF
 
tn,u
rnsptnq Kext 9urnsptnq , (4.2)
and the temporal derivative of the internal forces is given by
d
dt
Fint

urnsptnq, 9urnsptnq
	  BFintBurns 9urnsptnq   BFintB 9urns :urnsptnq
 Kint 9urnsptnq   Cint:urnsptnq .
(4.3)
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Note that all estimators discussed in the previous chapter need to approxi-
mate in some way third and successive rates. However, the time-stepping meth-
ods only handle vectors of displacements, velocities and accelerations. Then, a
question immediately arise. Can we design error estimators in the context of
solid and structural dynamics which do not need to approximate higher rates?.
The answer is given throughout this chapter.
4.2 General description of the strategy
In Section 3.2 it was concluded that all we need to estimate the local error
is to compute an improved solution y˜rnsn 1 which is more accurate then the nu-
merical one. Recall that the order of accuracy of this improved solution has to
be Op∆tp 2q, where p is the order of the time-stepping method.
Most of the integration methods commonly used in the context of solid dy-
namics are second-order accurate (HHT method, generalized-α method and sev-
eral ones in the Newmark family). For this reason, the methodology presented
in this section focuses on this case. Nevertheless, we will briefly discussed in a
remark the case of first-order methods.
The general strategy which will be explained next was introduced byRomero
& Lacoma [2006c] and it is applicable to both linear and non-linear problems.
Concentrating our development on the second-order case, it has already
been mentioned that the order of accuracy of the improved solution needs to
be Op∆t4q. Let yrnsptq  xurnsptq, 9urnsptqy be the exact solution of the local
problem given in (3.3). Then, the value of this exact local solution at tn 1 can
be expressed via the fundamental theorem of calculus as:
yrnsptn 1q  yrnsptnqloomoon
z˜n
 
» tn 1
tn
9yrnspτq dτ . (4.4)
where yrnsptnq collects the initial conditions of the local problem which are
known and are equal to z˜n. From the previous equation and as the first term
is given, it is deduced that in order to compute the value of yrnsptn 1q it is only
required to calculate the integral of 9yrnsptq in the interval rtn, tn 1s.
Then, by replacing the integral in (4.4) by an approximation of orderOp∆t4q,
it is straightforward to built an improved solution with this same order of ac-
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curacy. This approximation to the integral is denoted by Qn 1n , i.e,» tn 1
tn
9yrnspτq dτ  Qn 1n  Op∆t4q . (4.5)
Thus, once Qn 1n is computed, the improved solution becomes
y˜
rns
n 1  z˜n   Qn 1n , (4.6)
and inserting equations (4.5) and (4.6) into (4.4), it is easily deduced that
y˜
rns
n 1  yrnsptn 1q  Op∆t4q . (4.7)
Therefore, recalling the definition of the quantity ηn 1 given in (3.12) and
using (4.7), it reads
ηn 1  yrnsptn 1q  y˜rnsn 1  Op∆t4q, (4.8)
satisfying by construction the condition C1.
A possibility to compute Qn 1n is to use a three-points Gauss-Lobatto quadra-
ture, which is fourth-order accurate (for more details see, for example, Weis-
stein [2006]). The choice of this type of quadrature is not arbitrary, since it
uses information of the endpoints of the time interval tn and tn 1, and also of
the midpoint tn 1{2. As we will show later, the information at tn and tn 1 is
known, and therefore, this quadrature requires a low computational cost.
The formula which defines the three-points Gauss-Lobatto quadrature is
given by:
Qn 1n  ∆tn2

1
3
9yrnsptnq   4
3
9yrnsptn 1{2q   1
3
9yrnsptn 1q

. (4.9)
From formula (4.9), it follows that to guarantee the fourth-order accuracy
of the Gauss-Lobatto quadrature, it is sufficient to know a third-order approx-
imation to the exact values 9yrnsptnq, 9yrnsptn 1{2q and 9yrnsptn 1q since the terms
inside of the parenthesis are multiplied by ∆tn. Then, substituting the exact
values 9yrnsptnq, 9yrnsptn 1{2q and 9yrnsptn 1q by third-order approximations which
are denoted by a tilde, the quadrature reads:
Qn 1n  ∆tn2

1
3
9˜yrnsn   43 9˜yrnsn 1{2  
1
3
9˜yrnsn 1

. (4.10)
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The first term 9˜yrnsn collects third-order approximations to exact local veloci-
ties and accelerations at instant tn. The velocity is known exactly since it is the
second initial condition (see expression (3.2)) and its value is Vn. Regarding
the acceleration, for the moment, we denote by A˜n to be a third-order accurate
approximation to :urnsptnq. Then, the first term becomes
9˜yrnsn 
"
Vn
A˜n
*
. (4.11)
In a second-order method, Vn 1 is a third-order approximation to exact ve-
locity 9urnsptn 1q at the end of the local problem. However, as we will show later,
numerical acceleration does not always fulfil this condition, being sometimes less
accurate than order Op∆t3q. Hence, using again a correct acceleration A˜n 1,
the third term reads
9˜yrnsn 1 
"
Vn 1
A˜n 1
*
. (4.12)
The second term 9˜yrnsn 1{2 is not as easy as computing as the others two.
Let Vn 1{2 and An 1{2 be third-order approximations to exact velocity and
acceleration, respectively, at the midpoint of the time interval. Then, 9˜yrnsn 1{2 is
9˜yrnsn 1{2 
"
Vn 1{2
An 1{2
*
. (4.13)
These values can be computed by the following set of formulas:$''''&''''%
Un 1{2 : Un   ∆tn2 Vn  
∆t2n
8
A˜n ,
Vn 1{2 : Vn   3∆tn8 A˜n  
∆tn
8
A˜n 1 ,
An 1{2 :M1 Fptn 1{2q  FintpUn 1{2,Vn 1{2q .
(4.14)
It can be easily proved by means of expansions in Taylor's series that for-
mulas given in (4.14) are indeed third-order approximations to exact values at
tn 1{2.
Finally, having defined all terms to compute the quadrature Qn 1n , the local
error estimate θn 1 reads
θn 1 : y˜rnsn 1  z˜n 1
 z˜n   Qn 1n  z˜n 1 , (4.15)
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where z˜n and z˜n 1 are the numerical solution at tn and tn 1, respectively.
This strategy is directly applicable to different time-stepping methods. The
only difference between them is how the accelerations A˜n and A˜n 1 are com-
puted. In the two following two sections, we particularize this strategy to the
Newmark and the HHT method.
Remarks 4.1.
i. For linear problems, the formulation of the new estimator is the same as
the one explained. In this case, the equation given in (4.14)3 is particu-
larized to the linear case, and thus, it becomes:
An 1{2 :M1 Fptn 1{2q  CVn 1{2 KUn 1{2 . (4.16)
ii. To compute the acceleration at tn 1{2, a linear system of equations has to
be solved at each time step. The matrix is the mass matrix M which is
constant along the analysis. It can be factorized at the beginning of the
analysis to keep the computational cost low. Another alternative is to use
a lumped mass matrix, being trivial to solve the resulting linear system
of equations.
iii. When an implicit integration method, such as the HHT, is used to solve
a non-linear problem, several Newton-Raphson iterations have to be per-
formed in each time step. In each one of these iterations, a linear system
of equations has to be solved. If the computational cost of solving a lin-
ear system is Opn3dofq and N iterations are needed to converge, then the
computational cost of each time step will be N  Opn3dofq. On the other
hand, if a consistent mass matrix is employed to compute the acceleration
at tn 1{2, the computational cost of solving the system pointed out in ii is
only Opn2dofq, being Opn2dofq ! N Opn3dofq. Hence, the cost of computing
the error estimator is clearly negligible.
iv. The error estimator introduced in this section has been developed to be
employed with second-order methods. If we use a first-order method, then,
in principle, the quadrature is not needed to be as accurate as (4.9). One
could think of using a Gauss-Lobatto formula with two points. But this
quadrature is only second-order accurate, one-order less than neccesary.
Thus, we propose to use the same three-points quadrature also for first-
order methods. 
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4.2.1 A remark about computing the displacement at tn 1{2
The approximation used for the displacement at the midpoint (recall equa-
tion (4.14)1) only takes into account values of displacement, velocity and ac-
celeration at time tn. It works correctly when the external force is a continu-
ous function. However, when the force has discontinuities, the approximation
defined in (4.14)1 does not provide the required accuracy. To overcome this
drawback we propose two different alternatives which use values both of tn and
tn 1. This new displacement at midpoint is denoted by U˜n 1{2 and it reads:
U˜

n 1{2 : 34Un  
1
4
Un 1   ∆tn
4
Vn , or
U˜

n 1{2 : 12pUn  Un 1q  
∆tn
4
pVn  Vn 1q   ∆t2n
16
pA˜n   A˜n 1q .
(4.17)
Both approximations have the same order of accuracy as (4.14)1 when the
external force is a continuous function. In addition, they provide a more real-
istic value for displacement at midpoint of the interval in the case of existing
discontinuous forces.
A typical case of discontinuity in the forces is a contact problem. Next, we
illustrate the idea described above in this type of situations. Let us consider
a problem of impact of a deformable element against a wall, as depicted in
Figure 4.1. From (4.14)1, we note that the approximation used for computing
the displacement at the midpoint only takes into account values at time tn.
Therefore, when contact occurs, this expression will compute a wrong value
of this displacement, since it will violate the contact condition (see Figure 4.1,
position denoted as Un 1{2). However, the expressions defined in (4.17) compute
a correct value of this displacement (position denoted as U˜n 1{2).
4.3 First case: Newmark's method
In this section we use the general strategy described in Section 4.2 for devel-
oping an error estimator for Newmark's method. This new error estimator was
introduced in Romero & Lacoma [2006c] in the context of linear problems
and later, in Romero & Lacoma [2006a] it was extended to the non-linear
case.
Recall that the Newmark family includes first and second-order methods. As
mentioned before it is more straightforward to implement the same estimator
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Figure 4.1: Impact of a finite element against a rigid wall. In
shaded: position of the element at tn and tn 1. In white: position
of the element at tn 1{2 computed using the two approximations
introduced. Arrow indicates the direction of velocity.
for both situations. All we need to formulate the local estimate is to compute an
acceleration with the correct local order of accuracy. In this case it is very simple
since the acceleration provided by the Newmark's method has the same order
of accuracy as the displacement and the velocity. For second-order methods the
three variables are third-order accurate (see, for example, Hulbert & Hughes
[1987]).
Therefore, substituting the accelerations A˜n by An in (4.11), (4.12) and
(4.14), an estimate for the local error is immediately obtained.
4.3.1 Summary of the implementation of error estimator
In Box 4.1 we summarize the algorithm to compute the new error estimator
for Newmark's method.
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Given the solution at tn, that is, the vectors Un, Vn, An:
1. Compute the solution at tn 1, Un 1, Vn 1, An 1 using the Newmark's method.
2. Compute the displacement, velocity and acceleration at instant tn 1{2:
2.a. For displacements and velocities, use the following expressions:
U˜

n 1{2 : 34Un  
1
4
Un 1   ∆tn4 Vn , or
U˜

n 1{2 : 12pUn  Un 1q  
∆tn
4
pVn  Vn 1q   ∆t2n16 pAn   An 1q ,
Vn 1{2 : Vn   3∆tn8 An  
∆tn
8
An 1 .
(4.18)
2.b. For the acceleration, first compute the vector of internal forces at tn 1{2
and, subsequently, solve the following linear system of equations:
MAn 1{2  Fptn 1{2q  FintpU˜n 1{2,Vn 1{2q . (4.19)
3. Compute the quadrature rule
Qn 1n  ∆tn6
"
Vn
An
*
  4∆tn
6
#
Vn 1{2
An 1{2
+
  ∆tn
6
"
Vn 1
An 1
*
. (4.20)
4. Compute the error estimation and its energy norm
θn 1  z˜n   Qn 1n  z˜n 1 ùñ ||θn 1||E . (4.21)
5. Set nÐ n  1:
IF tn   T THEN GO TO 1.
IF tn  T EXIT (4.22)
Box 4.1: Summary of the implementation of the local error estimate for Newmark's
method
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4.4 Second case: HHT method
The HHT method is a second-order accurate method Hilber et al. [1977]
and, thus, it can be proven that the algorithmic displacements and velocities
fulfil, respectively, the following relations:
Un 1  urnsptn 1q  Op∆t3q, Vn 1  9urnsptn 1q  Op∆t3q . (4.23)
That is, algorithmic displacements and velocities are third-order approximations
to the exact displacements and velocities values at instant tn 1 of the local
problem (Hulbert & Hughes [1987]). However, the algorithmic acceleration
is only a first-order approximation to the exact local acceleration at tn 1. This
result is proved in an appendix at the end of the chapter.
Another typical time-stepping method, the generalized-α method proposed
in Chung & Hulbert [1993] also presents a lower order of approximation in
the accelerations than in displacements and velocities. This aspect is pointed
out in Erlicher et al. [2002].
Therefore, to use the strategy presented in Section 4.2, we have to compute
a sufficiently accurate acceleration. This is developed in the next section.
4.4.1 Computing an acceleration with the correct local
order
As mentioned in Section 4.2, for a correct formulation of the new error esti-
mator in a second-order integration method, the three unknowns displacements,
velocities, and accelerations must be third order approximations to the exact
local ones. For this reason, the acceleration which the HHT method computes
cannot be used to calculate the new error estimator and a new acceleration
must be recomputed.
In Lacoma & Romero [2006a], two different ways of computing this new
acceleration are proposed:
1. The first one is based on recovering the acceleration from the equilibrium
equation at instant tn 1, i.e.,
A˜
HHT
n 1 M1 rFptn 1q  FintpUn 1,Vn 1qs . (4.24)
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This strategy needs to solve a linear system of equations in each time step.
Since mass matrix M is constant, it only has to be factorized once at the
beginning of the analysis.
2. The second alternative is more efficient computationally. This new accel-
eration is computed from the following recurrence equation
A˜
HHT
n 1  1α

An 1  p1 αqA˜HHTn

, with A˜
HHT
0  A0 , (4.25)
where An 1 is the acceleration computed by the HHT method and α is
the factor which defines this method. In Proposition 4.2, it will be proven
that this new acceleration is indeed a third order approximation to the
exact acceleration at tn 1 of the local problem.
Before that, we present a useful result which studies the order of approxi-
mation of the algorithmic acceleration to the exact local value at tn α.
Proposition 4.1. The acceleration computed by the HHT method and denoted
An 1 is a second order approximation to the exact acceleration at time tn α,
:urnsptn αq, of the local problem defined in (3.2), i.e.,
An 1  :urnsptn αq   ∆t2n
2
αp1 αq::urnsptnq  Op∆t3qlooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon
Op∆t2q
, (4.26)
Proof: In order to prove this proposition, and to make calculations easier, the
difference M

An 1  :urnsptn αq

is studied. Using the balance equation, this
difference yields
M

An 1  :urnsptn αq
  Fn α  p1 αqCVn  αCVn 1  p1 αqKUn
 αKUn 1 M:urnsptn αq .
(4.27)
The first step consists of inserting the expressions defined into (4.23) into
equation (4.27). Then, the exact solution of the local problem urnsptn 1q and
9urnsptn 1q, are expanded by Taylor series about tn, and taking into account the
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initial conditions (3.2)2 and (3.2)3, it follows
M

An 1  :urnsptn αq
  Fn α  p1 αq rCVn  KUns M:urnsptn αq
 αC

Vn  ∆tn:urnsptnq   ∆t2n
2
9:urnsptn 1q

 αK

Un  ∆tnVn   ∆t2n
2
:urnsptn 1q

 Op∆t3q .
(4.28)
Simplifying terms and expanding the exact acceleration :urnsptn αq by Taylor
series about tn up to order two, the following expression is reached:
M

An 1  :urnsptn αq
  Fn α  CVn KUn
 αC

∆tn:urnsptnq   ∆t2n
2
9:urnsptn 1q

 αK

∆tnVn   ∆t2n
2
:urnsptn 1q

M

:urnsptnq   α∆tn 9:urnsptnq   α2∆t2n
2
::urnsptnq

 Op∆t3q .
(4.29)
Using the balance equation (3.2)1 at time tn and reordering terms yields
M

An 1  :urnsptn αq
  Fn α  Fpt n q  α∆tn M 9:urnsptnq   C:urnsptnq  KVn
 α∆t2n
2

αM::urnsptnq   C 9:urnsptnq  K:urnsptnq
 Op∆t3q .
(4.30)
Now, expressing Fn α in terms of Fpt n q and Fptn 1q via (2.27) and taking
into account the first and the second time derivative of the balance equation
(3.2)1, the expression (4.30) is reduced to
M

An 1  :urnsptn αq
  α Fptn 1q  Fpt n q α∆tn 9Fpt n q  α∆t2n2 :Fpt n q
  αp1 αq∆t2n
2
M::urnsptnq  Op∆t3q
 αp1 αq∆t2n
2
M::urnsptnq
  α

Fn 1  Fpt n q ∆tn 9Fpt n q  ∆t
2
n
2
:Fpt n q

loooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
Op∆t3q
 Op∆t3q .
(4.31)
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Thus,
An 1  :urnsptn αq  αp1 αq∆t2n
2
::urnsptnq  Op∆t3q  Op∆t2q (4.32)
¥
Remarks 4.2.
i. In this proposition we are studying the local problem defined in the time
interval rtn, tn 1s. Thus, in expressions (4.30) and (4.31), the external
force and its time derivatives at tn and tn 1 must be substituted, re-
spectively, by the limits from the right and the left in order to avoid
discontinuities at the endpoints of the interval.
ii. In expression (4.32), if α  1, i.e., the Newmark's method is selected, the
first term vanishes and thus, the algorithmic acceleration is a third order
approximation to the local exact acceleration at equilibrium point tn 1.
Finally, the recurrence law defined in (4.25) is proven.
Proposition 4.2. In the HHT method, the new acceleration A˜HHTn 1 computed
by (4.25) is a third order approximation to the exact acceleration, :urnsptn 1q,
of the local problem defined in (3.2). This order of approximation holds if and
only if the function that defines the external forces is continuous.
Proof: This proposition is proven by induction. Firstly, the difference A˜HHT1 
:ur0spt1q obtained in the first integration step is investigated. For this purpose,
it is necessary to remark that A0  :ur0spt0q. Moreover, the result presented in
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Proposition 4.1 is employed.
A˜
HHT
1  :ur0spt1q  1α rA1  p1 αqA0s  :ur0spt1q
 1
α

:ur0sptαq   ∆t2n
2
αp1 αq::ur0spt0q  p1 αq:ur0spt0q

 :ur0spt1q  Op∆t3q
 1
α

:ur0spt0q   α∆tn 9:ur0spt0q   α2∆t2n
2
::ur0spt0q
  ∆t2n
2
αp1 αq::ur0spt0q  p1 αq:ur0spt0q

 :ur0spt1q  Op∆t3q
 :ur0spt0q  ∆tn 9:ur0spt0q   ∆t2n
2
::ur0spt0q  :ur0spt1q  Op∆t3q
 :ur0spt1q  :ur0spt1q  Op∆t3q
 Op∆t3q
(4.33)
Now, it must be proven that if A˜HHTn  :urn1sptnq   Op∆t3q this relation also
holds a time step after, i.e., at tn 1. The process followed in this case is very
similar to the one just presented in (4.33) but here the approximation introduced
in Lemma 3.1 is taken into account.
A˜
HHT
n 1  :urnsptn 1q  1α rAn 1  p1 αqAns  :urnsptn 1q
 1
α

:urnsptn αq   ∆t2n
2
αp1 αq::urnsptnq  p1 αq:urn1sptnq

 :urnsptn 1q  Op∆t3q
 1
α

:urnsptnq   α∆tn 9:urnsptnq   α2∆t2n
2
::urnsptnq
  ∆t2n
2
αp1 αq::urnsptnq  p1 αq:urnsptnq

 :urnsptn 1q  Op∆t3q
 :urnsptnq  ∆tn 9:urnsptnq   ∆t2n
2
::urnsptnq  :urnsptn 1q  Op∆t3q
 :urnsptn 1q  :urnsptn 1q  Op∆t3q
 Op∆t3q
(4.34)
¥
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4.4.2 Study of the order of convergence of accelerations
in a system with one degree of freedom
The objective of this example is to emphasize some of the results presented
in Section 4.4.1. For this, we shall investigate the order of convergence of
the acceleration provided by the HHT method and the new one introduced in
Proposition 4.2.
The problem analyzed is a linear mass-spring system with damping and with
one degree of freedom. The value of the mass is 1 kg, the stiffness 1 N/m and
the damping 1 Ns/m. The system is excited with a linear load proportional to
the time, with proportionality constant 1 N/s. With these data the problem is
defined as follows: $'&'%
:Uptq   9Uptq  Uptq  t, t P r0, 1s ,
Up0q  0 ,
9Up0q  0 .
(4.35)
This problem is solved using the HHT method with two different values for
the parameter α. In the first case, we use a dissipative scheme taking α  0.9,
whereas in the second one, a non-dissipative method is employed. For that, we
select α  1.0 resulting in the well-known trapezoidal rule.
In this problem the exact solution and thus, the exact acceleration can be
easily computed. For this reason, it is feasible to compare the acceleration
provided by the HHT method and the new one obtained using the formula
(4.25) with the exact acceleration of the problem.
In Figure 4.2, the local order of convergence of accelerations at time t  1 s
is shown for both values of parameter α.
First, we study the case in which α  0.9. In Proposition 4.1, we pointed
out that the acceleration computed by the HHT method, An 1, is a second
order approximation to the exact local acceleration at instant tn α. This fact
can be also deduced from Figure 4.2 (line with squares). However, An 1 is
only a first order approximation to the exact local acceleration at tn 1 (line
with triangles). On the other hand, the new acceleration A˜HHTn 1 is indeed more
accurate, being a third order approximation (line with circles) and, thus, being
useful to formulate the error estimator proposed in Section 4.2.
When the parameter α is equal to 1.0 (trapezoidal rule), the acceleration
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provided by the HHT method and the new one computed using the expression
(4.25) are the same. They are both a third order approximation to the exact
acceleration of the local problem (see Figure 4.2 on the right).
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Figure 4.2: Comparative of the local order of convergence of accel-
erations in the HHT method at t  1 s (Left: HHT method with
α  0.9. Right: HHT method with α  1.0)
4.4.3 Implementation of the error estimator for the HHT
method
Once a new acceleration with a sufficient accuracy is obtained, the quadra-
ture Qn 1n defined in (4.9) can be computed. The first and third term in (4.9)
are calculated, respectively, in the following way:
9˜yrnsn 
#
Vn
A˜
HHT
n
+
, (4.36)
and
9˜yrnsn 1 
#
Vn 1
A˜
HHT
n 1
+
, (4.37)
which are indeed third-order approximations to the exact values.
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In order to obtain the second term of the quadrature in an efficient way,
we define algorithmic values for displacement, velocity and acceleration at the
midpoint of the time interval using known values of these variables at tn and
tn 1. This strategy is the same as that followed in Section 4.2. Then, the values
at midpoint are:$'''''''''&'''''''''%
U˜

n 1{2 : 34Un  
1
4
Un 1   ∆tn
4
Vn , or
U˜

n 1{2 : 12pUn  Un 1q  
∆tn
4
pVn  Vn 1q   ∆t2n
16
pA˜HHTn   A˜HHTn 1 q ,
Vn 1{2 : Vn   3∆tn8 A˜
HHT
n   ∆tn8 A˜
HHT
n 1 ,
An 1{2 :M1

Fptn 1{2q  FintpU˜n 1{2,Vn 1{2q

.
(4.38)
Note that the new acceleration A˜HHTn has to be used instead of An to provide
values with a correct order of approximation.
With expressions given in (4.38), the middle term in quadrature (4.10) yields
9˜yrnsn 1{2 
"
Vn 1{2
An 1{2
*

$&% Vn   3∆tn8 A˜HHTn   ∆tn8 A˜HHTn 1M1 Fptn 1{2q  FintpU˜n 1{2,Vn 1{2q
,.- . (4.39)
4.4.4 Summary of the implementation of error estimator
The algorithm to compute the new error estimator for the HHT method is
summarized in Box 4.2.
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Given the solution at tn, that is, the vectors Un, Vn, An:
1. Compute the solution at tn 1, Un 1, Vn 1, An 1 using the HHT method.
2. Compute the new acceleration at tn 1:
A˜
HHT
n 1  1α rAn 1  p1 αqA˜
HHT
n s . (4.40)
3. Compute the displacement, velocity and acceleration at instant tn 1{2:
3.a. For displacements and velocities, use the following expressions:
U˜

n 1{2 : 34Un  
1
4
Un 1   ∆tn4 Vn , or
U˜

n 1{2 : 12pUn  Un 1q  
∆tn
4
pVn  Vn 1q   ∆t2n16 pA˜
HHT
n   A˜HHTn 1 q ,
Vn 1{2 : Vn   3∆tn8 A˜
HHT
n   ∆tn8 A˜
HHT
n 1 .
(4.41)
3.b. For the acceleration, first compute the vector of internal forces at tn 1{2
and, subsequently, solve the following linear system of equations:
MAn 1{2  Fptn 1{2q  FintpU˜n 1{2,Vn 1{2q . (4.42)
4. Compute the quadrature rule:
Qn 1n  ∆tn6
#
Vn
A˜
HHT
n
+
  4∆tn
6
#
Vn 1{2
An 1{2
+
  ∆tn
6
#
Vn 1
A˜
HHT
n 1
+
. (4.43)
5. Compute the error estimation and its energy norm:
θn 1  z˜n   Qn 1n  z˜n 1 ùñ ||θn 1||E . (4.44)
6. Set nÐ n  1:
IF tn   T THEN GO TO 1.
IF tn  T EXIT (4.45)
Box 4.2: Summary of the implementation of the local error estimate for the HHT
method
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4.5 Representative numerical simulations
The objective of this section is to investigate the performance of the new es-
timator developed in this chapter. For this, we analyze its behavior throughout
six different simulations.
The first three simulations are linear and they are performed employing
different schemes of the Newmark family. In these examples, estimates provided
by the new estimator are compared to the results computed by the estimator
of Wiberg & Li [1993] and the one of Hulbert & Jang [1995]. This last
estimator is very similar to the proposed by Zienkiewicz & Xie [1991] being
the difference in that it provides an error estimate for velocities. This new term
is
θvn 1  ∆tn

γ  1
2


pAn 1  Anq , (4.46)
and together with the error in displacements given in (3.30), they allow us to
compute an estimate in the energy norm.
The last three examples are more complex problems. They are non-linear
simulations and we use the HHT method to solve them. In these cases, the new
estimator will be compared to exact errors which are obtained by solving the
problem with a much smaller time step and assuming this reference solution as
exact.
4.5.1 One degree of freedom spring-mass system
The system studied in this first simulation is the same as in Section 3.7.
It is a mass-spring system of one degree of freedom and with the following
characteristics: stiffness K  6 N/m, mass M  1 kg and initial displacement
Up0q  1 m. Recall that differential equation of this system was given in (3.53).
Now, a more extensive study is carried out. First, the mass is excited with
a sinusoidal load and a first-order method is used to integrate the response of
the system. Second, this same analysis is made but employing a second-order
method. Finally, a triangular load is applied and, again, a second-order method
is used.
In all cases, we compare the results provided by error estimators of Wiberg
& Li [1993] and Hulbert & Jang [1995] to that one computed with the new
estimator developed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
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Sinusoidal load and first-order method
In the first case, we employ a first-order and dissipative method within the
Newmark family. The parameters selected are: β  0.36 and γ  0.7. The
following smooth load is applied to the mass:
Fptq  sinp2pitq , t P r0, 5s . (4.47)
Figure 4.3 depicts the rate of convergence of the local error estimates mea-
sured in the energy norm. Both the error estimator of Hulbert & Jang
[1995], Wiberg & Li [1993] and the new one provide similar results. Also, the
local exact error is represented, and it is very similar to the others three. As
a first-order accurate method is being used for the time integration, the local
error estimates must be one-order more accurate, i.e., exhibit a second-order
accuracy. From Figure 4.3 it can be seen that all the estimators compared have
a satisfactory rate of convergence.
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Figure 4.3: One d.o.f. system. Sinusoidal loading. Energy norm
of the estimated local errors at time t  5.0 s (Newmark's method
with β  0.36 and γ  0.7).
As discussed in Section 3.3, it is not sufficient with that the local estimation
θn 1 is of size Op∆tp 1q, in this case Op∆t2q. Besides this, the quantity ηn 1
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must be of one order more, so that it can be neglected when it is compared to
θn 1. To study this, we plot in Figure 4.4 the quantity ηn 1 for different time
steps. The three estimators analyzed verify this condition. Note that the new
estimator is slightly more accurate than the others, since it has been developed
for second-order methods.
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Figure 4.4: One d.o.f. system. Sinusoidal loading. Difference be-
tween estimated and exact local errors, measured in the energy
norm, at time t  5.0 s (Newmark's method with β  0.36 and
γ  0.7).
Figure 4.5 depicts the evolution of the estimated local errors using a constant
time step ∆t  0.05 s. In this simple problem, it is feasible to solve exactly
each local problem, obtaining, therefore, the exact local error. By comparing
the four graphics, it is seen that the three estimators compute local estimates
similar between them and they are very close to the exact one.
Adding up the local contributions as explained in Theorem 3.2, an estimate
for the global error is obtained. It is plotted in Figure 4.6. Again, the esti-
mate global errors provided by three estimators are very close and they are an
accurate upper bound for the true error.
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Figure 4.7 shows the rate of convergence for the estimated global errors
obtained with the three estimators compared and also the exact one is included.
It is desirable that the global error predicted by an estimator converge at the
same rate as the true error in order to compute accurate estimates. For the
problem under consideration, first-order rate of convergence is confirmed for all
the error estimators.
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Figure 4.7: One d.o.f. system. Sinusoidal loading. Estimated
global errors at time t  5.0 s (Newmark's method with β  0.36
and γ  0.7).
As final commentary to this first case, we conclude that the three estimators
exhibit a good performance since they compute errors very close to the exact
values.
Sinusoidal load and second-order method
In the second simulation we discuss the numerical solution of the same
spring-mass system excited, again, with the sinusoidal load given in (4.47), but
using now as integration scheme the trapezoidal rule, a second order method of
the Newmark family.
In contrast to previous simulation, in this case, the estimators analyzed start
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to exhibit differences in their behaviors.
Firstly, the estimated local errors as functions of the time step are compared
in Figure 4.8. For the integrator employed, local error estimates must be of size
Op∆t3q, which is confirmed for all the estimators considered by the slopes of the
lines of this figure. The values obtained by the new estimator are superimposed
over the exact values, confirming its good accuracy. Also, we point out that the
estimator of Hulbert & Jang [1995] underestimates the local error, although
it will be better observed in the next figures.
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Figure 4.8: One d.o.f. system. Sinusoidal loading. Estimated local
errors at time t  5.0 s (trapezoidal rule).
Secondly, the unresolved part of the error is compared in Figure 4.9. For
the trapezoidal rule, this quantity must be, at least, of size Op∆t4q. Both the
new estimator and the estimator of Wiberg & Li [1993] satisfy this condition.
However, the estimator of Hulbert & Jang [1995] fails to comply with this
condition, exhibiting an unresolved error one order less than needed. This
fact causes this estimator to neglect a important part of the exact local error,
underestimating it. Recall that this topic was explained in Sections 3.3 and
3.4.1.
Third, the evolution of the local estimated errors for a fixed time step ∆t 
0.05 s is depicted in Figure 4.10. The plot shows very good agreement between
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Figure 4.9: One d.o.f. system. Sinusoidal loading. Difference be-
tween estimated and exact local errors at time t  5.0 s (trapezoidal
rule).
the exact local errors and the estimations provided by the method of Wiberg
& Li [1993] and the newly proposed one. The accuracy of the estimator of
Hulbert & Jang [1995] is not so good. In this figure and in the next one,
it is clearly observed that this estimator does not provide safe bounds for the
error.
Keeping the same time step as before, the evolution of the exact and esti-
mated global errors are shown in Figure 4.11. As deduced in Section 3.4.1, recall
that estimator of Hulbert & Jang [1995] fails to satisfy the condition C1.
Therefore, the use of this estimator is dangerous since we cannot ensure that
the error estimation is reliable. However, in smooth problems like this one, the
estimator of Wiberg & Li [1993] and the new one are accurate and reliable.
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Figure 4.10: One d.o.f. system. Sinusoidal loading. Local error in
energy norm with time step ∆t  0.05 s (trapezoidal rule).
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Figure 4.11: One d.o.f. system. Sinusoidal loading. Global error
in energy norm with time step ∆t  0.05 s (trapezoidal rule).
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Finally, Figure 4.12 shows the rate of convergence of the error estimation.
The three estimators exhibit a second-order rate which is the correct one in a
second-order time-stepping method.
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Figure 4.12: One d.o.f. system. Sinusoidal loading. Estimated
global errors at time t  5.0 s (trapezoidal rule).
In this second case, we have shown that the method of Wiberg & Li
[1993] and the new estimator provide similar results. In contrast, the method
of Hulbert & Jang [1995] computes estimates for the error smaller than the
exact values.
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Triangular load and second-order method
In the third case, we change the loading function. In the two preceding
simulations the three estimators have been analyzed in smooth problems. Now,
we investigate their performance in a more demanding situation. Specifically,
the mass-spring system is excited with a triangular load. The shape of this load
is depicted in Figure 4.13. The problem is integrated in time using again the
trapezoidal rule and employing a constant time step ∆t  0.05 s.
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Figure 4.13: Triangular loading function.
We start the analysis of the estimators comparing the local error estimates
computed by them. They are depicted in Figure 4.14. The behavior of the
estimator of Wiberg & Li [1993] was already analyzed in Section 3.7.2. Recall
that it presents sharp jumps in the local estimate at instants where the loading
function fails to be differentiable. On the other hand, the estimation provided
by the method of Hulbert & Jang [1995] underestimates the true local
errors, for the same reasons presented in the previous example (this estimator
has a poor performance in second-order time-stepping methods). However, the
new estimator continues providing very good local estimates.
These results transfers to the global error, which is shown in Figure 4.15.
Whereas the estimator of Hulbert & Jang [1995] does not provide an upper
bound for the true error, the new one computes an error very close to the exact
value. On the other hand, the error estimated by the method of Wiberg &
Li [1993] is one order of magnitude larger than the others. That is, although
it provides an upper bound, this is unrealistically large.
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Figure 4.14: One d.o.f. system. Triangular loading. Local error in
energy norm with time step ∆t  0.05 s (trapezoidal rule).
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global errors at time t  5.0 s (trapezoidal rule).
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4.5.2 Transient analysis of an elastic deformable block
The previous simulations have been carried out in a simple problem with only
one degree of freedom but they have allowed us to extract important conclusions.
Henceforth, the simulations will be more complex and as it will be shown, the
same conclusions will be reached.
This example is a multi degree of freedom, three dimensional simulation of
an elastic deformable block. It has the shape of a truncated pyramid with square
top and bottom faces, whose dimensions and finite element mesh are depicted
in Figure 4.17. The material of the pyramid is elastic isotropic with Young's
modulus E  1000 Pa, Poisson's ratio ν  0.3, and density ρ  1000 kg/m3.
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Figure 4.17: Elastic deformable block. Dimensions and finite ele-
ment mesh.
All the nodes on side A have constrained displacements. There is a normal
distributed load on side B whose value is given by a triangular function of peak
value 6250 Pa, minimum value 0 Pa, and period 0.4 s. A numerical solution
is obtained by integrating in time up to t  4 s with the trapezoidal rule
and fixed time step size ∆t  0.0125 s. A reference solution, assumed to be
exact, is obtained by solving the same problem with a much smaller time step
∆t  0.0001 s.
The results of this example confirm the conclusions obtained in the first
numerical example. In Figure 4.18 the local estimated errors are plotted for
every time step of the solution. The error estimator of Wiberg & Li [1993]
shows again abrupt changes in the estimated errors, coinciding with the instants
where the loading function fails to be differentiable. This in turn results in an
overestimation of the global error, as can be observed in Figure 4.20, and a wrong
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convergence rate of the estimated errors (see Figure 4.20). In the same figures
we observe that the error estimation furnished by the method of Hulbert &
Jang [1995] underestimates the true error although exhibits the correct order.
The newly proposed method not only captures the correct order of magnitude
of the real errors but provides a guaranteed upper bound of them.
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Figure 4.18: Elastic deformable block. Local error in energy norm
with time step ∆t  0.0125 s.
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Figure 4.19: Elastic deformable block. Global error in energy norm
with time step ∆t  0.0125 s.
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Figure 4.20: Elastic deformable block. Estimated global errors at
time t  4.0 s
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4.5.3 Simulation of the dynamic response of a train bogie
The third linear simulation is the dynamic analysis of a train bogie subject
to an emergency braking. It was first introduced in Lacoma & Romero
[2006b]. On the left-hand side of Figure 4.21 is depicted the simplified geometry
of the bogie. The shaded areas are the zones where carriage transmits forces
to the bogie (zone B) and zones labeled as A are where the bogie joins to the
train suspension. The emergency braking is simulated by an application of
longitudinal forces whose magnitude is represented on the right-hand side of
Figure 4.21. In the finite element model the nodes inside zone A have restricted
their displacement.
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Figure 4.21: Dynamic analysis of a bogie. Left: geometry of the
model; Right: Evolution in time of the external load simulating a
emergency braking.
In order to perform a dynamical analysis of the bogie, a tridimensional
finite element model is built. It is composed of 10780 nodes and 7392 hexaedral
elements, each with 8 nodes. The whole model has 31968 degrees of freedom.
Figure 4.22 shows the finite element mesh used.
The numerical simulation of the bogie is performed with the trapezoidal rule
and the time interval is r0, 0.002s s. A fixed time step ∆t  106 s is considered.
In Figure 4.23 several snapshots are depicted showing the deformation which
undergoes the bogie.
Figure 4.24 compares the local estimates provided by the three analyzed
methods. As previous numerical examples, the estimator of Wiberg & Li
[1993] undergoes sharp changes in the local estimation at t  0.0005 s and
t  0.001 s, instants where loading function is not derivable. In contrast, both
of estimators of Hulbert & Jang [1995] and the new one compute a more
smooth local estimate.
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Figure 4.22: Dynamic analysis of a bogie. Finite element mesh of
the train bogie.
With respect to the global estimation shown in Figure 4.25, it is clear that
the method of Wiberg & Li [1993] has a similar behavior to the others during
the first 0.0005 s. However, from this instant, it computes a global error three
times larger than computed by the others two estimators. On the other hand,
as seen before, we cannot ensure that global estimate given by Hulbert &
Jang [1995] is an upper bound, with the risk that it entails.
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Figure 4.23: Dynamic analysis of a bogie. From to to the bottom,
left to right, snapshots of deformed bogie shown every 0.0005 s
starting at t  0 s (Deformation 50000).
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Figure 4.24: Dynamic analysis of a bogie. Estimated local errors
in energy norm with time step ∆t  106 s.
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Figure 4.25: Dynamic analysis of a bogie. Estimated global errors
in energy norm with time step ∆t  106 s.
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4.5.4 Non-linear deformable pendulum
Until now, all numerical simulations presented have been linear analyses.
Here, we start the non-linear simulations and we only study the results provided
by the new estimator.
The first non-linear simulation is an elastic pendulum, which possesses high
and low frequency responses. This example was introduced in Kuhl & Cr-
isfield [1999] to study the performance of several time integration schemes in
the non-linear regimen and it is a modification of the simple pendulum problem
initially proposed in Bathe [1996] and widely used in different works such as
Crisfield [1997], Tarnow [1993] among others.
The pendulum has initial length l  3.0443m and stiffness k  3284.8274N/m
and it has attached a mass m  1 kg in its extreme. It is dropped from the
horizontal position and it moves under the action of gravity. The analysis has
been carried out using the HHT method with two different values for parameter
α (0.7 and 0.9) and a constant time step ∆t  0.05 s. The evolution in time of
the pendulum is computed up to t  8 s.
In Figure 4.26, the motion of the pendulum is shown where its position is
plotted every 0.1 s.
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Figure 4.26: Evolution in time of the deformable pendulum. The
radial displacement is amplified by a factor of 25. The dashed line
would be the trajectory of the pendulum if it were rigid, i.e. if its
length remained constant.
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Figure 4.27 depicts the evolution of the estimated local error. It is observed
that as the pendulum approaches horizontal position, the estimated local error
decreases. On the other hand, at instant of highest velocity (when the pendulum
is in vertical position) the local error reaches the maximum value.
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Figure 4.27: Non-linear deformable pendulum. Estimated local
errors in energy norm with time step ∆t  0.05 s.
In Figure 4.28 the estimated global errors are plotted and they are compared
to the exact ones. It can be observed that, in both cases, the estimator
provides an accurate and safe upper bound for the exact error. The exact
solution has been approximated solving the problem with a much smaller time
step ∆t  0.0001 s.
Finally, Figure 4.29 shows the rate of convergence of both the estimated
global error and the exact error measured in the energy norm. It is known
the HHT method is second-order accurate. Hence, the global error predicted
by an estimator must exhibit this same rate of convergence. From Figure 4.29
this fact can be verified.
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Figure 4.28: Non-linear deformable pendulum. Global errors in
energy norm with time step ∆t  0.05 s.
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Figure 4.29: Non-linear deformable pendulum. Estimated and ex-
act global errors at time t  8.0 s. (Left: HHT method with α  0.7.
Right: HHT method with α  0.9)
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4.5.5 Dynamic behavior of a car suspension
The second non-linear example is a more realistic three dimensional multi-
body system with several degrees of freedom. This mechanism simulates a
car suspension and it is composed of five deformable bars, a coil spring and a
damper. More precisely, four bars form two parallel isosceles triangles (AEB
and CFD) joined by the vertical bar EF. In Figure 4.30, the exact geometry of
the model and position of each point is shown.
z
x
y
H
damperA
F
B (0,0.5,0.3)
D (0,0.5,0)
(0.4,0.25,0)
E (0.4,0.25,0.3)
coil spring
(0.2,0.25,0.4)
C (0,0,0)
(0,0,0.3)
Figure 4.30: Geometry of a car suspension (positions of points are
expressed in meters).
The bars undergo large displacements and, thus, the resulting problem is
non-linear. The points A, B, C, D and H are fixed, but they allow rotation
around them. Between the points H and F there is a coil spring and a damper,
with stiffness k  104 N/m and damping c  103 Ns/m, respectively. All bars
are supposed to be deformable with the following mechanical properties: axial
stiffness per unit length EA  2.1  1010 N/m, Poisson's coefficient ν  0.3 and
density ρ  7890 kg/m3.
At the point F, a vertical external load is applied in the vertical direction
(z-direction). Initially, the car suspension is charged up to 500 N. Then, from
time t  1 s to t  2 s three consecutive peaks of 1000 N are introduced.
Evolution in time of this external load is plotted in Figure 4.31.
Several transient analysis will be carried out by means of the HHT method
with three different values for parameter α (0.95, 0.90 and 0.80), and a constant
time step ∆t  0.01 s.
Figure 4.32 depicts the evolution of local errors computed using the estimator
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Figure 4.31: Evolution in time of external load applied to the car
suspension.
detailed in Section 4.4. It can be observed that smaller the value of parameter
α is, larger the local error obtained by the estimator is.
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Figure 4.32: Car suspension. Local error with time step size ∆t 
0.01 s.
Next, estimates for the global error are compared with exact ones obtained
solving the problem with a much smaller time step ∆t  0.00001 s. On the top
of Figure 4.33, the evolution of global error estimates is plotted. Just like in the
case of local errors, simulation performed with the HHT method with α equal
to 0.95 provides more accurate results. Global error estimations for the three
different simulations are upper bounds of exact errors, which are presented on
the bottom of Figure 4.33.
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Figure 4.33: Car suspension. Global error with time step size ∆t 
0.01 s. (Top: estimated errors. Bottom: exact errors).
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In Figure 4.34 it is shown the order of convergence of global errors. All of
them overestimate the exact error being, thus, safe bounds. Also, they present
a correct second order of convergence
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Figure 4.34: Car suspension. Global errors at instant t  2.5 s.
(Left HHT with α  0.80. Middle: HHT with α  0.90. Right:
HHT with α  0.95).
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4.5.6 Three deformable balls bouncing inside a rigid box
This third non-linear and last simulation is the most complex one. It consist
of three deformable and hollow balls moving and bouncing inside a rigid box.
The three balls are identical with radius of 1 m, thickness 0.1 m and they
are subjected to an internal pressure p  104 Pa. The material of the balls
is elastic with Young's modulus E  6  104 Pa, Poisson's ratio ν  0.3 and
density ρ  2000 kg/m3. They are initially placed at coordinates p0, 0, 0q m the
red ball, p0, 3, 0q m the green ball and p0,3, 0q m the blue one, and they are
released with initial velocities p0.1, 0,0.17321q m/s, p0.14142, 0, 0.14142q m/s,p0.11547, 0.11547,0.11547q m/s, respectively (all expressed in Cartesian coor-
dinates). The finite element model of each individual ball has 600 quadrilateral
elements with a standard membrane formulation and 602 nodes for a total of
5418 degrees of freedom.
The rigid box is a rectangular parallelepiped with dimensions 9  9  6 m3
and its center is at coordinates p0, 0, 0q. Balls collide between them and also
against the walls of the box. All contacts are imposed by a penalty method.
The transient simulation is carried out using the HHT method with pa-
rameter α  0.7 (maximum numerical damping) and a constant time step
∆t  0.025 s. The motion is simulated during 100 s.
In Figures 4.35 and 4.36 it is plotted the position of three balls every 10 s.
As can be seen, the balls undergo a large deformations when they collide against
the rigid walls (see, e.g., in Figure 4.35 the green ball at time t  30 s).
The goal of this simulation is to show that the new error estimator developed
for the HHT method can be used in complex non-linear problems, such as, the
ones with large displacements and contacts. Figure 4.37 depicts the evolution
of the estimated local error. When a contact between two balls or against a wall
take place, it is produced a peak in the error estimation. However, during a
period without contacts,e.g., in the time interval p70, 90q s, the error estimator
provides a smoother response.
Adding up the estimated local errors, a bound for the global error can be
computed. It is plotted in Figure 4.38. To study its accuracy we compare it to
an exact error. This exact error is obtained subtracting the solution provided
by the HHT method with a reference solution calculated with a smaller time
step ∆t  0.0005 s. Then, the energy norm of this exact error is computed.
Note the good performance of the estimator since it provides an safety and
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accurate upper bound for the exact error.
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Figure 4.35: Deformable bouncing balls. Solution obtained with
the HHT method (α  0.7) and a constant time step ∆t  0.025 s.
Snapshots shown every 10 seconds starting at t  0 s.
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Figure 4.36: Deformable bouncing balls . Solution obtained with
the HHT method (α  0.7) and a constant time step ∆t  0.025 s.
Snapshots shown every 10 seconds starting at t  60 s.
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Figure 4.37: Deformable bouncing balls. Estimated local error in
energy norm with time step ∆t  0.025 s.
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Figure 4.38: Deformable bouncing balls. Global errors in energy
norm with time step ∆t  0.025 s.
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Appendix 4.I
In this appendix, we study the order of approximation of the acceleration
provided by the HHT method to the local exact value at tn 1.
Proposition 4.3. The acceleration computed by the HHT method is a first
order approximation to the exact acceleration of the local problem at tn 1, i.e.,
An 1  :urnsptn 1q  Op∆tq . (4.48)
Proof: This proof follows the same steps as in Proposition 4.1. Using the
balance equation and expanding urnsptn 1q and 9urnsptn 1q by Taylor series about
tn and using the initial conditions of the local problem defined in (3.2), one
obtains
M

An 1  :urnsptn 1q
  Fn α  p1 αq rCVn  KUns M:urnsptn 1q
 αC

Vn  ∆t:urnsptnq   ∆t2
2
9:urnsptn 1q

 αK

Un  ∆tVn   ∆t2
2
:urnsptn 1q

 Op∆t3q .
(4.49)
Simplifying terms and expanding the acceleration :uptn 1q by Taylor series
about tn up to order one, the following expression is reached,
M rAn 1  :uptn 1qs  Fn α  CVn KUn  α∆tC:uptnq  α∆tKVn
M :uptnq  ∆t 9:uptnq Op∆t2q . (4.50)
Using the balance equation (3.2)1 at time tn, an reordering terms yields
M rAn 1  :uptn 1qs  Fn α  Fpt n q  α∆t rC:uptnq  KVns
∆tM 9:uptnq  Op∆t2q . (4.51)
Finally, expanding Fn α in terms of its convex combination and taking into
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account the time derivative of the balance equation,it is concluded that
M rAn 1  :uptn 1qs  α Fptn 1q  Fpt n q
 α∆t 9Fpt n q ∆tp1 αqM 9:uptnq  Op∆t2q
 ∆tp1 αqM 9:uptnq
  α Fptn 1q  Fpt n q ∆t 9Fpt n qloooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon
Op∆t2q
 Op∆t2q .
(4.52)
Thus,
An 1  :uptn 1q  ∆tp1 αq 9:uptnq  Op∆t2q  Op∆tq (4.53)
¥
Chapter 5
Adaptive methods in time for solid
dynamic problems
Time-step selection algorithms from the point of
view of automatic control theory
In the previous chapters we have presented some algorithms for estimating
the error in problems of deformable solid dynamics. Now, they will be used as
starting point for the development of adaptive schemes.
An adaptive scheme is, within the context of a transient simulation, an al-
gorithm that selects automatically the time step size to fulfill two requirements.
The first one is to keep the error below a tolerance. That is, the analysis must
be solved with the desired accuracy. The second requirement is the efficiency.
In principle, the larger the time step size is, the fewer steps will be needed to
calculate and therefore, the computational cost will be reduced.
In Section 5.1, we start addressing a standard adaptive algorithm which is
widely employed. Section 5.2 states the problem of selecting the time step size
from the point of view of control theory. This approach transforms the issue
of choosing the time step size into a issue of determining what type of con-
troller is better. The advantage is that all techniques used in control theory
can be applied for our purpose. In Section 5.3 different types of controllers are
discussed and in Section 5.4 optimum values for the parameters which define
these controllers are given. These values are obtained from an analysis of the
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system in the frequency domain. Section 5.6 gives in detail an implementation
for the proposed adaptive strategies. In Section 5.7, we discuss the performance
of the different adaptive strategies through three numerical examples. Specifi-
cally, Section 5.7.1 describes the results obtained for a cantilever beam subject
to a triangular loading. Section 5.7.2 considers the bounces of a deformable
ball against a rigid plane. Finally, in Section 5.7.3 a more real simulation is
performed. It is the analysis of the impact of a dummy against an airbag.
5.1 A simple standard formula for selecting the
time step size
Many of the existing works in the literature on the selection of the time step
size in general purpose ode solvers or in transient solid dynamic simulations
adopt, with slightly modifications, the same strategy. See among others the
classical book by Gear [1971] and the articles by Zienkiewicz & Xie [1991],
Zeng et al. [1992], Choi & Chung [1996], Li & Wiberg [1998], Chung
et al. [2003] and Hulbert & Jang [1995]. The aim of this section is to
introduce briefly this strategy.
As explained in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3.1), the local error for a p-order accu-
rate time-stepping method is of size Op∆tp 1q. Therefore, the estimated local
error at tn 1 can be written as
Θn 1  c ∆tp 1n , with c P R  . (5.1)
Suppose now that we have solved a dynamic analysis up to time tn and we
want to advance one step more up to tn 1. Then, the new time step ∆tn can
be selected using the next formula:
∆tn 

ε
Θn

 1
p 1 ∆tn1 , (5.2)
where ε is a user-defined tolerance, Θn is the error estimate at tn and p is the
order of accuracy of the time integration method.
Remark 5.1. Justification of formula given in (5.2):
If ε is the desired error (or tolerance) at tn 1, it can be expressed as
ε  c ∆tp 1n . (5.3)
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Dividing the expression (5.1) by (5.3), the formula (5.2) is immediately obtained.
Formula (5.2) is used to, once a step is accepted, select the next time step.
Otherwise, that is, when the estimated error exceeds the tolerance, the step is
rejected and computed again with a smaller size. In such situation, Formula
(5.2) can be again employed, but replacing ∆tn and ∆tn1 by ∆tnewn and ∆toldn ,
respectively, resulting
∆tnewn 

ε
Θn

 1
p 1 ∆toldn , (5.4)
This simple strategy works well in smooth problems. However, in non-
smooth problems it follows an oscillating or nervous behaviour which is shown,
e.g., inGustafsson [1991]. This nervous behaviour leads to excessively large
increments of the steps, causing that many steps must be rejected and damaging
thus, the efficiency of the adaptive scheme.
As pointed in Gustafsson [1991] and Söderlind [2002], this strategy
can be viewed as a controller of type integral within control theory. This aspect
is investigated throughout this chapter.
5.2 Modeling of the process of selecting the time
step size
In this section, we build a mathematical model for the selection of the time
step size in time-stepping methods based on control theory.
First, we start recalling the initial value local problem which was formulated
in (3.3): #
9yrnsptq  Byrnsptq   gptq t P In  rtn, tn 1s ,
yrnsptnq  z˜n , (5.5)
remembering that the objective is to solve this problem with the desired accu-
racy.
It can be shown that the exact local error at tn 1 can be expressed as (see,
e.g. Gear [1971]):
en 1  Φptn, z˜nq ∆tp 1n  Op∆tp 2q , (5.6)
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where Φptn, z˜nq is the so-called principal error function and p is the order of
accuracy of the numerical method employed to carry out the simulation.
Following the same scheme as in (5.6), a similar expression for the estimated
local error at tn 1 can be written,
θn 1  Φn ∆tp 1n  Op∆tp 2q . (5.7)
By taking the energy norm in both sides of (5.7), it follows
Θn 1 : ||θn 1||E  φn∆tkn , (5.8)
where it is taken into account that the second term in (5.7) is negligible com-
pared to the first one. Also for simplicity, we have introduced the notation:
φn : ||Φn||E and k : p  1.
Remark 5.2. Expression given by (5.6) holds in the asymptotic regime, i.e.,
when the time step size tends to zero. In a numerical simulation, with a finite
value for the time step this model cannot maybe fulfil. It will be discussed with
more details in Section 5.5. 
As we are going to focus on linear control theory, expression (5.8) is trans-
formed, by taking logarithms, to a linear relation. Thus,
Θn 1  φn∆tkn ùñ logΘn 1  log φn   k log∆tn , (5.9)
where the sign of approximation is substituted by a sign of equality to make
easier the notation. Indeed, if the terms logΘn 1, log φn and log∆tn are taken
as new variables then, relation (5.9) is linear.
Relation (5.9) models the system which we want to control and it is referred
to as plant. In control theory it is very common to represent the different mathe-
matical expressions under study in a graphical way by means of block diagrams.
This representation allows to observe in a simple manner the relations and con-
nections between all parts of the system and also, a better comprehension of
them. Following this procedure, equation (5.9) is represented as follows.
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log Θ
n+1log ∆tn
k
 
Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the open loop system of selection of
time step size.
In this figure, we can observe the different parts which compose the system.
These are the plant, the inputs (log∆tn and log φn) and the output (logΘn 1).
This type of system is referred to as open-loop system in contrast to closed-loop
systems which will be introduced later. The term open-loop means that there
does not exist any feedback between different parts of the system.
The open loop system can be seen as a black box which computes an esti-
mation for the local error in function of the time step size.
In mathematical terminology, equation (5.9) is known as a difference equa-
tion. It is for discrete systems as differential equations for continuous systems.
To handle in an easier way the difference equation (5.9), it is transformed to
an algebraic equation via the the Z-transform (see, e.g. Phillips & Nagle
[1998] for more details about the Z-transform).
Denoting by Zrϑnspzq the Z-transform of sequence ϑn and transforming to
the z-domain the equation (5.9), it follows that
ZrlogΘn 1spzq  Zrlog φn   k log∆tnspzq
ñzZrlogΘnspzq  Zrlog φnspzq   kZrlog∆tnspzq
ñz logΘz  log φz   k log∆tz
ñ logΘz  z1 log φz  Gppzq log∆tz,
(5.10)
where Gppzq  kz1 is the transfer function of the plant and logΘz, log φz and
log∆tz are the Z-transform of logΘn, log φn and log∆tn, respectively. Thus,
an algebraic equation is obtained where the independent variable is z. This
The Z-transform (also called discrete Laplace transform ) is for discrete systems the
equivalent to the Laplace transform in continuous systems.
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equation can be again represented by means of block diagrams resulting Figure
5.2.
log φ
z
log ∆t
z
 
log Θ
z
k
1
z
Figure 5.2: Block diagram in the Z-domain.
Obtaining equation (5.10) is the first step in developing adaptive strategies
based on control theory. The method of operation of the adaptive algorithm
consists of varying the time step size such that the estimated error is close to
the tolerance.
5.2.1 Feedback. Closed loop dynamics
In order to control the system depicted in Figure 5.2, it is needed to feedback
it, comparing the output of the system to a reference signal. In other words,
the goal of the adaptive algorithm is to keep the estimated error as close as
possible to the tolerance. For that, the control system computes the difference
between these two signals and in function of this difference the system increases
or decreases the time step size to fulfill its objective. This idea is represented
graphically in Figure 5.3.
The part which adapts the time step size is called controller. Denoting the
tolerance by log εz , the controller takes the difference plog εz logΘzq and acts
to correct the time step size. That is, the controller has as input plog εzlogΘzq
and as output log∆tz and thus, the following equation holds:
log∆tz  Gcpzq  plog εz  logΘzq , (5.11)
where Gcpzq is the transfer function of the controller which, for the moment is
unknown. The remainder of this chapter studies how this controller must be
selected for obtaining an efficient adaptive scheme.
From the point of view of control theory, the input log φz is seen as a per-
turbation. When the system is stabilized, i.e. logΘz  log εz, if the signal
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Figure 5.3: Complete block diagram of the time step size control
process in closed loop. (In dashed lines it is the open loop system).
log φz changes its value, then the system is unstabilized and the controller must
correct this deviation.
Gathering equations (5.9) and (5.11) the system is perfectly described and
thus, the following system of equations is stated:#
logΘz  z1 log φz  Gppzq log∆tz ,
log∆tz  Gcpzq  plog εz  logΘzq . (5.12)
From system (5.12), the variables logΘz and log∆tz can be expressed as
function of the inputs log εz and log φz:#
logΘz  Fεpzq log εz   Fφpzq log φz ,
log∆tz  Hεpzq log εz  Hφpzq log φz . (5.13)
where the functions Fεpzq, Fφpzq, Hεpzq and Hφpzq are given by:
Fεpzq  Gppzq Gcpzq
1 Gcpzq Gppzq , Fφpzq 
z1
1 Gcpzq Gppzq ,
Hεpzq  Gcpzq
1 Gcpzq Gppzq , Hφpzq 
z1 Gcpzq
1 Gcpzq Gppzq .
(5.14)
The study of these transfer functions provides us with valuable information
for determining an efficient controller. This point is discussed in Section 5.4.
Remark 5.3. If an expression for Gcpzq is given, the from equation (5.12)2, a
relation for selecting the time step size can be recovered (see Section 5.3). 
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5.2.2 Accepting and rejecting time steps
In this section we discussed when a step is accepted or rejected and also
how the tolerance is selected. First, let us consider that a simulation has been
carried out up to instant tn. At this time, an estimate for the error is computed
(recall that this estimation is denoted by Θn). Also, a tolerance εn is defined at
this time.
Then, a step is accepted when the following relation holds:
Θn ¤ sf  εn , (5.15)
where sf is a slack factor greater than 1. That is, a step is considered to be suf-
ficiently accurate if the estimated error is smaller than the tolerance multiplied
by a security factor. This factor avoid rejecting a step when the error is greater
than the tolerance but very close to it, since computing a new step would not
be efficient to obtain almost the same error. In this work, we propose a value
for sf of sf  1.05.
In those cases in which the error is greater than the security factor times
the tolerance, the step is rejected and recomputed again using a smaller time
step size until condition (5.15) is satisfied.
Throughout this work the estimated error is normalized using the energy
norm. Hence, to be consistent the tolerance will be a fraction of the square root
of the mechanical energy, i.e.,
εn  γ aEn , (5.16)
where En is the mechanical energy (kinetic energy   deformation energy) of
the system and γ is a parameter defined by the user.
In some works such us Söderlind [2002] and Söderlind [2003], among
others, the tolerance is kept fixed along the analysis. Here, in contrast, a variable
tolerance is considered.
For example, in the numerical simulations presented in Section 5.7 we have
used the following values for parameter γ : 0.001, 0.01 and 0.02.
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5.3 Types of controllers
In the previous section a model for selecting the time step was built. The
only part which was not completely defined was the controller. Here, three of
the most used types of controllers are discussed.
5.3.1 Integral (I) controller
The most basic controller is called as Integral controller and it is denoted by
I. It has the following transfer function (see, e.g., Phillips & Nagle [1998]):
GIcpzq  ki zz  1 . (5.17)
By introducing (5.17) in (5.12)2 and performing the inverse Z-transform to
the resulting expression, then the following formula is reached:
∆tn 1 

εn 1
Θn 1

ki ∆tn (5.18)
where ki is a free parameter at this moment.
If ki  1{k, formula (5.18) becomes the widely used standard algorithm
discussed in Section 5.1.
As commented before, this formula has a good performance in smooth prob-
lems. However, in non-smooth cases it tries to increase in a great amount the
time step size, producing that many steps must be rejected. Also, it has an-
other drawback. Although a step is accepted, as the time step size is larger than
with other controllers the Newton-Raphson iterations needed to solve it will be
more than for other controllers. These aspects will be shown in the numerical
simulations of Section 5.7.
5.3.2 Proportional-Integral (PI) controller
A more sophisticated controller is the Proportional-Integral (PI). It is a gen-
eralization of the I controller since it adds a proportional action to the integral
one. Hence, its transfer function is
GPIc pzq  kp   ki zz  1 . (5.19)
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This transfer function leads to the following formula:
∆tn 1 

εn 1
Θn 1

kp ki  εn
Θn

kp ∆tn . (5.20)
It can be observed that this formula takes into account besides the ratio
tolerance/error at tn, the ratio at instant before. If kp  0, then the I controller
is recovered.
5.3.3 Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller
The most used controller is the Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) due
to its better performance. It adds a derivative action to the PI controller,
resulting
GPIDc pzq  kp   ki zz  1   kd
z  1
z
. (5.21)
The final formula for selecting the time step size is given by
∆tn 1 

εn 1
Θn 1

kp ki kd  εn
Θn

pkp 2kdq εn1
Θn1

kd
∆tn , (5.22)
where as it takes into account information at tn 1, tn and tn1, it produces
smoother time step sequences than the I controller.
The three controllers discussed can be generalized in the following single
formula
∆tn 1 

εn 1
Θn 1

β1  εn
Θn

β2  εn1
Θn1

β3
∆tn , (5.23)
where βi (i  1, 2, 3) are given in Table 5.1.
Controller β1 β2 β3
I ki 0 0
PI kp   ki kp 0
PID kp ki kd pkp 2kdq kd
Table 5.1: Values of β1, β2 and β3 for the different controllers.
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Remark 5.4. Initially, the PI controller needs to have information of two steps
(the PID controller needs three). Then, the first and second steps are done
using the I controller and from it, the PI controller can already be used. 
5.4 Choice of parameters for the controllers
A common technique in control theory to study the response of a closed loop
system is to investigate its behaviour in the frequency domain. As commented
before, the input log φn is seen as a perturbation that unstabilized the system
and the goal of the controller is to minimize its adverse effect.
The range of values that can adopt this perturbation includes from the
smoothest input, i.e, a constant sequence to the most non-smooth behaviour
which is represented by the sequence p1qn. By performing the discrete Fourier
transform to convert this signal to the frequency domain, the perturbation is
represented by the sinusoidal signal cosωn with ω P r0, pis (see Söderlind
[2002] for details). The case where ω  0 corresponds to a constant signal
whereas the case where ω  pi corresponds to the signal p1qn.
Thinking in a mechanical analysis, a smooth problem has predominance of
low values of frequency ω. However, in a non-smooth problem (for example,
simulations with intermittent contacts) the perturbation is mainly composed
by signals of high frequencies (close to pi). Hence, depending of type of problem
we will have to eliminate either low frequencies (smooth problems) or the high
ones (non-smooth problems).
As defined in (5.13) and (5.14), the influence in the response of the sys-
tem of the perturbation log φz is governed by the transfer functions Fφpzq and
Hφpzq. By attenuating their amplitudes, the effect of the perturbation will be
minimized.
As we are working in the frequency domain, it is usual to represent the
behaviour of any transfer function in the so-called Bode diagrams. These dia-
grams show the amplitude and the phase of a transfer function for a range of
frequencies. The frequency ω is usually represented in a logarithm scale and
the amplitude is plotted in decibels. This unit is defined as follows.
Given a quantity ϑ, its value in decibels (dB) is given by:
20 log10 |ϑ| . (5.24)
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In this work we concentrate in the amplitude of the different signals and
thus, the phase response will not be studied. Figure 5.4 depicts the amplitude
of the transfer functions Fφpzq (top) andHφpzq (bottom) for different controllers.
The analysis is started studying the I controller with a value for its parameter
ki  1{k. The first important fact is that this controller has not effect in
the amplitude of Hφpωq. For all range of frequencies the gain is 1 (0 in the
log graph). However, respect to the function Fφpωq the I controller attenuates
low frequencies but amplifies the high ones (from ω  1.05). It should be
noted that positive values of the amplitude expressed in dB mean amplification
whereas negative values mean attenuation. Clearly, this standard controller
must be chosen only for smooth problems since in non-smooth simulations it is
not capable of attenuating the perturbations.
Now, the goal is to find good values for the parameters of PI and PID
controllers which improve the performance of the I controller in non-smooth
problems.
In Söderlind [2003] it is demonstrated that there exists a complementarity
condition between Fφpωq and Hφpωq. That is, it is not possible to attenuate, in
an important percentage, the response of both transfer functions for the same
frequency. Thus, a compromise solution must be adopted.
With this in mind the three following controllers are proposed and studied:
i. PI controller with β1  β2  1{p6kq,
ii. PID controller with β1  β3  1{p18kq and β2  1{p9kq (it will be referred
to as PID-a),
iii. PID controller with β1  β3  1{p30kq and β2  1{p15kq (it will be
referred to as PID-b),
taking into account that k  p   1, being p the order or accuracy of the time-
stepping method.
Concentrating in high frequencies, the three controllers compared provide
an attenuation for function Hφpωq (see the graph on the bottom of Figure 5.4).
More specifically, the PID-b controller is the one that has more attenuation at
high frequencies.
With respect to the transfer function Fφpωq, all of them provide a response
very close to zero (neither amplification nor attenuation).
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Figure 5.4: Closed loop response in the frequency domain. Top:
amplitude of the transfer function Fφpωq; Bottom: amplitude of
the transfer function Hφpωq. The parameters for the controllers
are: β1  1{k for I controller; β1  β2  1{p6kqfor PI controller;
β1  β3  1{p18kq and β2  1{p9kq for PID-a controller; β1  β3 
1{p30kq and β2  1{p15kq for PID-b controller)
All these conclusions will be ratified in different numerical simulations pre-
sented in Section 5.7, where it will be shown as the PID-b controller is very
efficient in non-smooth dynamic analyses.
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5.5 An improved adaptive strategy for selecting
the time step size based on control theory
The model developed in the previous sections is based on that the local error
fulfil the expression:
Θn 1  φn∆tkn , with k  p  1, (5.25)
where p is the order of accuracy of the time-stepping method.
This expression is valid in the asymptotic regime, that is, in the limit when
∆tn Ñ 0. Thus, for any finite value of the time step ∆tn this theoretical asymp-
totic behaviour cannot hold. Also, when forces which act over a deformable solid
are non-smooth this ideal order of convergence can be degraded.
We propose to take this fact into account with the object of introducing an
improvement in the adaptive strategy. The general idea is as follows. First,
we assume that expression (5.25) is fulfilled, i.e., it is supposed that the time-
stepping method exhibits a order of accuracy p. If a change in the behaviour of
the method is detected, then the order of accuracy is reduced to p 1.
This change can be detected by following the evolution of the perturbation
φn. Let σ be the relative variation between two consecutive value of φ, i.e,
σ  |φn 1  φn|
maxpφn, φn 1q . (5.26)
Then, when σ exceeds a predefined threshold, a change is detected and the
order of the method is decreased. The quantity φn is computed from expression
(5.8):
φn  Θn 1
∆tpn 1n
, (5.27)
where pn  p if the previous step was smooth or pn  p  1 if an abrupt
change was detected in the last step.
Those strategies that use the improvement described in this section will be
referred to as I-i, PI-i and PID-i according to they employ the I, PI or PID
controller, respectively.
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5.6 Implementation of the adaptive algorithm
In this section we summarize the final implementation of the adaptive stra-
tegy proposed.
Given the solution at tn, compute the solution at tn 1.
1. Estimate the local error Θn 1.
2. Compare the estimated local error to the tolerance:
2.a. IF Θn 1   sf  εn 1 ùñ Accept time step ùñ GO TO Box 5.2
2.b. IF Θn 1 ¡ sf  εn 1 ùñ Reject time step ùñ GO TO Box 5.3
Box 5.1: Compare the estimated local error to the tolerance.
Advance to the following step with a time step size ∆tn 1 such that:
1. IF an abrupt change was detected, then
∆tn 1  ∆tn , (5.28)
ELSE
∆tn 1 
$'''''''''''&'''''''''''%

εn 1
Θn 1

β1 ∆tn for I controller
εn 1
Θn 1

β1   εn
Θn

β2 ∆tn for PI controller
εn 1
Θn 1

β1   εn
Θn

β2   εn1
Θn1

β3 ∆tn for PID controller
(5.29)
Box 5.2: Advancing a step.
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Recompute the step with a smaller time step size.
1. Compute deviation σ:
φn  Θn
∆tpn 1n1
(5.30)
φn 1  Θn 1
∆tp 1n
(5.31)
σ  |φn 1  φn|
maxpφn, φn 1q (5.32)
2. Decrease the time step size:
2.a. IF σ ¡ 0.50 ùñ abrupt change detected ùñ
∆tnewn 

εn 1
Θn 1

1{p ∆toldn . (5.33)
pn  p 1 . (5.34)
2.b. IF σ   0.50 ùñ Smooth step ùñ
∆tnewn 

εn 1
Θn 1

1{pp 1q ∆toldn . (5.35)
pn  p . (5.36)
Box 5.3: Decreasing the time step size.
Remarks 5.5.
i. As can be observed from the implementation scheme given in the previous
boxes, the computational cost of changing the time step size is negligible.
i. In the boxes it is described the improved strategy (I-i, PI-i and PID-i). The
normal algorithms (I, PI and PID) follow the same scheme but keeping
constant the order p of the time-stepping method and not detecting the
abrupt changes in the perturbation φ.
iii. Whereas the I controller works well in smooth problems, we are going
to show as the i strategies (I-i, PI-i and PID-i with parameters given in
Section 5.4) are more efficient in non-smooth simulations, confirming the
theoretical results. 
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5.7 Numerical simulations
This section analyzes the performance of the different adaptive strategies
presented in the previous sections through three numerical simulations.
All examples are non-linear dynamic analyses and they are presented in an
increasing order of complexity. The first one study the behaviour of a cantilever
beam subjected to a non-smooth loading function. The second example simu-
lates the evolution of a deformable ball impacting against a rigid plane. Finally,
the last example is a more real problem. It is the impact of a deformable dummy
against an airbag which is deploying.
In all cases the error estimator used is the one described in Chapter 4 of this
dissertation.
5.7.1 Example 1: Non-linear elastic cantilever beam
The first numerical simulation is the dynamic analysis of a cantilever beam.
The material of the beam is non-linear elastic with neo-Hookean hyperelastic re-
sponse and the following parameters: Young's modulus E  107 MPa, Poisson's
ratio ν  0.3 and density ρ  1000 kg/m3.
An extreme of the beam is clamped whereas in the other one there exists
a vertical distributed load q as depicted in Figure 5.5. Also, in this figure, the
geometry and dimensions of the beam are given. The distributed load varies in
time according to a periodic triangular function of amplitude q  10000 N/m
and period 0.4 s and the body forces are not taken into account.
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Figure 5.5: Hyperelastic cantilever beam. Geometry of the model
with dimensions expressed in meters.
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The finite element mesh built is perfectly regular and has 5757 nodes and
3600 brick elements with a standard finite deformation formulation. All ele-
ments are equal of size 0.10  0.10  0.10 m3. The whole model has a total of
17100 degrees of freedom.
The analysis is carried out from time 0 to 2 s starting with an initial time
step ∆t0  0.025 s and using the HHT method with α  0.95.
We solve each step such that the estimated error is smaller than 0.01 times
the square root of the mechanical energy of the system, as commented in Section
5.2.2. Six different strategies are compared: I, I-i, PI, PI-i, PID and PID-i. The
value of parameters for I controller (and I-i) is β1  1{k, for the PI controller
(and PI-i) are β1  β2  1{p6kq and for the PID (and PID-i) β1  β3  1{p30kq
and β2  1{p15kq. (Initially k  3. recalling that in I-i, PI-i and PI-i strategies,
it can be reduced).
Before analyzing the behaviour of the controllers, we show the motion of the
beam in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. A snapshot of the deformed position (deformations
are not scaled) is depicted each 0.1 s. Also, a contour map of the vertical
displacement (in the load direction) is plotted.
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t  0.0 s t  0.1 s
t  0.2 s t  0.3 s
t  0.4 s t  0.5 s
t  0.6 s t  0.7 s
t  0.8 s t  0.9 s
t  1.0 s t  1.1 s
Figure 5.6: Hyperelastic cantilever beam. From top to bottom, left
to right, snapshots of the motion plotting the vertical displacement
shown every 0.1 s starting at t  0 s (real deformation).
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t  1.2 s t  1.3 s
t  1.4 s t  1.5 s
t  1.6 s t  1.7 s
t  1.8 s t  1.9 s
t  2.0 s
Figure 5.7: Hyperelastic cantilever beam. From top to bottom, left
to right, snapshots of the motion plotting the vertical displacement
shown every 0.1 s starting at t  1.2 s (real deformation).
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Now, we present the results obtained with the different adaptive strategies.
Table 5.2 summarizes the accepted, rejected and total (accepted+rejected) time
steps for the six adaptive strategies compared. It also includes the ratio of the
rejected steps respect to the total. It can be observed the difference between the
number of the rejected steps for the I controller (141 steps) and for the PID-i
(43 steps). This fact results in that in the first case the adaptive algorithm has
to reject the 28.54 % of the steps, whereas in the last one only rejects the 9.86
%.
Time steps
Controller Accepted Rejected Total R/T p%q
I 353 141 494 28.54
I-i 365 95 460 20.65
PI 381 101 482 20.95
PI-i 371 62 433 14.32
PID 391 72 463 15.55
PID-i 393 43 436 9.86
Table 5.2: Hyperelastic cantilever beam. Comparison of the ac-
cepted and rejected steps for the six strategies. The last column
(R/T) is the ratio in percentage between the rejected steps and the
total ones.
Also, it can be noted that the improved strategies (I-i, PI-i & PID-i) reject
fewer steps than their normal strategies (I, PI & PID), respectively.
In Table 5.3 it is given the total number of time steps for each strategy and
the number of Newton-Raphson iterations needed to carried out the simulation.
Clearly, all strategies improved to the standard rule (I controller). If the scheme
based on the PID controller is used, a reduction of 7.16 % is achieved in the
number of time steps and of 11.25 % in the iterations. Using the PID-i scheme
the results are still better, obtaining a saving in the computational cost of more
than a 17 %. In all cases the improvement in the number of iterations is greater
than those in the number of time steps.
Figure 5.8 shows the evolution of the number of rejected steps for the I, PID
and PID-i controllers. From the first instant, the PID-i scheme rejects much
fewer steps than the others two.
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Controller Time steps Improvement Iterations Improvementp%q p%q
I 494 - 1829 -
I-i 460 6.88 1691 7.55
PI 482 2.61 1730 5.85
PI-i 433 12.66 1573 14.80
PID 463 7.16 1652 11.25
PID-i 436 12.53 1536 17.74
Table 5.3: Hyperelastic cantilever beam. Comparison of the total
time steps and the Newton-Raphson iterations needed for the six
strategies. The improvement is computed respect to the I-controller.
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Figure 5.8: Hyperelastic cantilever beam. Evolution in time of the
rejected steps for I, PID and PID-i controllers.
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5.7.2 Example 2: Hollow ball bouncing over a rigid plane
The second example consists of a hollow ball bouncing on a rigid surface.
In Figure 5.9 a section of the geometry of the ball is given. It should be noted
that the ball has a cylindrical hole which crosses it.
r
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Figure 5.9: Deformable hollow ball. Section with the geometry.
The material of the hollow ball is modeled using a hyperelastic model, specif-
ically a neo-Hookean model with the following parameters: Young's modulus
E  7  103 Pa, Poisson's ratio ν  0.40 and density ρ  2000 kg/m3.
The finite element model has 4200 nodes and 3200 brick elements (8-nodes
finite deformation hexahedra) with a total of 12600 degrees of freedom and the
mesh can be seen in Figure 5.10.
z
x
y
Figure 5.10: Deformable hollow ball. Finite element mesh (Left:
whole model; Right: a half of the model).
The ball is initially placed at 0.2 m from the horizontal plane (distance
from the center of the ball to the plane) and is released with a velocity of
(0.13229,0,-0.12) m/s (see the axis orientation in Figure 5.10). Over the ball
acts a gravitational field equal to g{20, g being the gravity constant. The
contact condition is imposed by a penalty method.
The simulation is performed during three seconds and using the HHTmethod
with α  0.95. In this time, the ball bounces twice against the plane as can be
observed in Figures 5.11 and 5.12.
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t  0.0 s t  0.2 s
t  0.4 s t  0.6 s
t  0.8 s t  1.0 s
t  1.2 s t  1.4 s
Figure 5.11: Deformable hollow ball. Solution obtained with the
HHT method (α  0.95). From top to bottom, left to right, snap-
shots of the deformed positions starting at t  0 s and shown every
0.2 seconds (real deformation).
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t  1.6 s t  1.8 s
t  2.0 s t  2.2 s
t  2.4 s t  2.6 s
t  2.8 s t  3.0 s
Figure 5.12: Deformable hollow ball. Solution obtained with the
HHT method (α  0.95). From top to bottom, left to right, snap-
shots of the deformed positions starting at t  1.6 s and shown
every 0.2 seconds (real deformation).
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Now, in this example we adopt the value 0.001 for γ and we analyze five
controllers. They are the I, PI, PI-i, PID and PID-i with the same values of
their parameters as in the first simulation.
Following the same scheme as in the previous section, we first compare in
Table 5.4 the number of accepted and rejected steps of each controller. The I
controller rejects 842 steps (15.78 % of total) whereas the PID-i only rejects 182
(3.81 % of total).
Time steps
Controller Accepted Rejected Total R/T p%q
I 4493 842 5335 15.78
PI 4502 419 4921 8.51
PI-i 4566 336 4902 6.85
PID 4550 248 4798 5.17
PID-i 4592 182 4774 3.81
Table 5.4: Deformable hollow ball. Comparison of the accepted
and rejected steps for the five strategies. The last column (R/T)
is the ratio in percentage between the rejected steps and the total
ones.
In Table 5.5, it can be appreciated the improvement (10.51 %) obtained
in the number of total steps using the PID-i strategy. Regarding the number
of iterations, this improvement is a little better (11.38 %). Also, it should be
noted that the i strategies (PI-i and PID-i) are slightly more efficient than their
respective original controllers (PI and PID).
Controller Time steps Improvement Iterations Improvementp%q p%q
I 5335 - 16887 -
PI 4921 7.76 15526 8.06
PI-i 4902 8.11 15411 8.74
PID 4798 10.06 15064 10.79
PID-i 4774 10.51 14965 11.38
Table 5.5: Deformable hollow ball. Comparison of the total time
steps and the Newton-Raphson iterations needed for the five strate-
gies. The improvement is computed respect to the I-controller.
Now, we focus on the evolution of the rejected steps for the worst strategy
(I) and for the two best (PID and PID-i). They are depicted in Figure 5.13.
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By comparing this figure with those representing the evolution of the hollow
ball (Figures 5.11 and 5.12), it is interesting to remark how the rejections are
produced when the ball impact against the rigid plane or in other words, when
the problem becomes non-smooth.
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Figure 5.13: Deformable hollow ball. Evolution in time of the
rejected steps for I, PID and PID-i controllers. It is pointed out the
two time intervals when the contact takes place.
In Figure 5.14 it is shown the instants when an abrupt change is detected
by the PID-i strategy. These instants match perfectly with the intervals where
the hollow ball collides with the plane.
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Figure 5.14: Deformable hollow ball. Circles indicate the instant
where an abrupt change is detected.
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Figure 5.15 depicts the evolution of the time step size during the time interval
0.6  0.9 s (during the first contact). It is observed as the PID-i controller
produces a smoother sequence than the I controller which presents a nervous
behaviour.
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Figure 5.15: Deformable hollow ball. Evolution in time of the time
step size between 0.6 s and 0.9 s. (Top: I controller. Bottom: PID-i
controller).
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5.7.3 Example 3: Deformable dummy impacting against
an airbag
The last numerical example of this dissertation is the simulation of the im-
pact of a deformable dummy against an inflating airbag.
For this purpose, a finite model of a dummy and the airbag have been built.
Regarding the dummy, it is modeled the superior part of the body, that is, from
waist to head, including both arms and neck. The airbag is initially deflated
and it is supposed to be circular of radius 0.35 m.
The dummy mesh is composed of 2641 nodes and 9909 elements (tetra-
hedrons) and the airbag mesh of 4256 nodes and 8468 membrane elements
(triangles). The total degrees of freedom are 20520.
The neck is assumed to be a hundred times more flexible than rest of the
body being both modelled by means of an Neo-Hookean material. The Young's
modulus for the body is E  1000 MPa. The material of the airbag is elastic
with Young's modulus E  0.5 MPa and Poisson's ratio ν  0.3.
The dummy is thrown with speed 5 m/s against an airbag in the inflating
process. This inflating process is achieved imposing a internal pressure inside
the airbag and the impact between the dummy and the airbag is imposed by a
penalty method.
Figure 5.16: Deformable dummy impacting against an airbag. Sev-
eral views of the dummy.
Figures 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19 depicts the evolution of the airbag and dummy
movement observing that the contact between them start between t  0.020 s
and t  0.025 s.
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t  0.0 s t  0.005 s
t  0.010 s t  0.015 s
Figure 5.17: Deformable dummy impacting against an airbag. So-
lution obtained with the HHT method (α  0.95). From top to
bottom, left to right, snapshots of the deformed positions starting
at t  0.0 s and shown every 0.005 seconds (real deformation).
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t  0.020 s t  0.025 s
t  0.030 s t  0.035 s
Figure 5.18: Deformable dummy impacting against an airbag. So-
lution obtained with the HHT method (α  0.95). From top to
bottom, left to right, snapshots of the deformed positions starting
at t  0.020 s and shown every 0.005 seconds (real deformation).
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t  0.040 s t  0.045 s
t  0.050 s
Figure 5.19: Deformable dummy impacting against an airbag. So-
lution obtained with the HHT method (α  0.95). From top to
bottom, left to right, snapshots of the deformed positions starting
at t  0.040 s and shown every 0.005 seconds (real deformation).
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The analysis has been performed using the HHT method (α  0.95) and a
tolerance γ  0.02 and four strategies are analyzed (I, PI, PID and PID-i).
In this more complex example, the conclusions are the same as in the two
previous simulations. The PID-i strategy produces fewer rejected steps than
the others as can be seen in Table 5.6.
Time steps
Controller Accepted Rejected Total R/T p%q
I 1223 469 1692 27.72
PI 1343 298 1641 18.16
PID 1378 180 1558 11.55
PID-i 1367 135 1502 8.98
Table 5.6: Deformable dummy impacting against an airbag. Com-
parison of the accepted and rejected steps for the four strategies.
The last column (R/T) is the ratio in percentage between the re-
jected steps and the total ones.
Table 5.7 summarizes the total number of time steps and the Newton-
Raphson iterations. It is stood out that the improved strategy (PID-i) reduces
the computational cost in a 14.10% respect to the standard scheme (I controller)
and also is a 5 % more efficient than the normal one (PID).
Controller Time steps Improvement Iterations Improvementp%q p%q
I 1692 - 6734 -
PI 1641 3.01 6530 3.02
PID 1558 7.92 6090 9.56
PID-i 1502 11.23 5785 14.10
Table 5.7: Deformable dummy impacting against an airbag. Com-
parison of the total time steps and the Newton-Raphson iterations
needed for the four strategies. The improvement is computed re-
spect to the I-controller.
The rejected steps start to increase dramatically when the dummy impacts
the airbag, as can be observed in Figure 5.20. The PID-i strategy captures
perfectly the interval of contact between the dummy and the airbag (from t 
0.022 s to t  0.05 s). It is shown in Figure 5.21. In this interval the problem
becomes non-smooth and is where the PID-i strategy has a better performance.
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Figure 5.20: Deformable dummy impacting against an airbag. Evo-
lution in time of the rejected steps for I, PI, PID and PID-i con-
trollers.
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Figure 5.21: Deformable dummy impacting against an airbag. Cir-
cles indicate the instant where an abrupt change is detected
Finally, we see that the PID-i scheme computes smoother sequences of the
time step size than the standard I controller as is shown Figure 5.22.
We have shown in this section how in non-smooth problems, the PI, PI-i,
PID and above all the PID-i strategy are more efficient than the standard I
controller.
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Figure 5.22: Deformable dummy impacting against an airbag. Evo-
lution in time of the time step size. (Top: I controller. Bottom:
PID-i controller).

Chapter 6
Closure
Whereas the field of error estimation and adaptivity in solid static problems
has received great attention in the literature, this is not the case of deformable
solid dynamics. In this dissertation, we have studied aspects of the numerical
analysis and practical appliactions of error estimation to solid and structural
dynamics and also we have designed algorithms for controlling the error due to
the temporal discretization in dynamic analyses within the context of structural
and solid mechanics.
The error estimators developed need a small computational cost and provide
an useful information to ensure the accuracy of numerical results obtained in
solid dynamic simulations. Some of the existing estimators do not compute
upper bounds for the real error and therefore, are not reliable. Others produce
good approximations to the real errors in smooth problems but do not have
a good performance in non-smooth simulations. In these cases, they compute
excessively large estimates and thus, the information about the error made is
not very useful. These type of problems are more and more demanded in real
applications and cover cases such as contacts between different bodies, impacts,
abrupt external loads, etc.
With respect to the adaptive strategies for selecting the time step size, the
most common used algorithms are heuristic rules. Again, these algorithms
provide efficient time step sequences in smooth problems. In more complex
cases, they lead to the rejection of many steps degrading their performance
and increasing the computational cost. In this work, we have approached the
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problem of selection of the time step size from a different point of view, based
on control theory.
Next, we summarized the most relevant results of this work:
i. We have deduced in Chapter 3 the conditions which an error estima-
tor must verify to provide accurate and reliable estimates in deformable
solid dynamics. Using these conditions, two existing error estimators have
been analyzed from a theoretical point of view and also through several
numerical simulations. The results shown by the simulations agree with
theoretical conclusions.
ii. In Chapter 4, we have introduced a novel strategy for developing local
error estimators for some of the most used time-stepping methods. This
strategy computes an improved solution using a quadrature and it has
been particularized to Newmark's method and to the HHT method. This
class of new estimators can be employed both in linear and non-linear anal-
yses, require a small computational cost and provide accurate estimates.
Its performance has been extensively studied in six different numerical
examples.
iii. In the last part (Chapter 5), adaptive strategies based on control theory
have been designed. This approach allow to employ different techniques
existing in the field of control theory to obtain efficient adaptive algo-
rithms. They change automatically the time step size with the goal of
solving each step with the desired accuracy, keeping at the same time the
computational cost as low as possible. Using these adaptive schemes an
improvement in the efficiency around 15% respect to standard algorithms
is achieved.
In this work, we have focused on studying the error in time-stepping me-
thods. As discussed in the introduction, this temporal error is only a part of
the whole error. Some suggestions for future research try to cover this issue.
We propose the following lines:
• Design estimators that take into account the error due to both spatial
and temporal discretization. This is a complex task since, usually, the
numerical methods used for each part are different.
• Build adaptive methods in space and in time. That is, they must change
the time step size and also refine the spatial mesh to control the total error.
With this, the problem of solid dynamics could be solved as accurate as
desired.
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